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The Racers defeated
the Southern Illinois
Salukis 42-24 in
MSU's horne opener
Saturday.
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"' Eddyville, accepts the title of Mr.
Jeremy Edwards. senior from
MSU Sept. 13 in Lovett Auditorium. Edwards won the pageant
with his rendition of the Waterdeep song, "Always Ucautiful."
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Financial difficulties
plague ESL program

Fraternity Rush begins, freshmen fair game

even harder for ESL student-;.''
"(The deficit) is a consequence
Basile said. "In many countries of of a bad economy too, we can not
the world, if you're ~.:oming for afford to lake the same kind of
Murray State could lose one of English study in Americ<~. you chances that might prove fruitful
its main diversifiers on campus if ju.~t can't get a visa. This is true in in n bad economy," Alexander
the English as a Second Lan- China, and in India, although said. "We don't hnve the
guage program's enrollment does there's less need for English resources to make a lot ofim·estment decisions right now."
not increase within the next few instruction there."
Basile said the circumst<~nces
Even though the University is
years.
Institute for International Stud· affecting Murray State's ESL allowing the ESL prugrnm time
ies Director Michael Basile said progr.un are also damaging, and to overcome its finandul dilliculESL experienced a signiticant even closing, ESL programs all ti~. the program cann01 expect
University funding to help pull it
deficit this year. He said this is the over the country.
"This has all put a deal of out of debt.
first year the program has been in
downward pressure on all the
"The ESL prognun HI this Unidebt.
Basile said l.here were scveml U.S.'s ESL programs," Basile versity, like at all other universi·
factors that contributed to ESL's said ... fhere are seveml ESL pro- ties. does not operate on state
financial difficulties, including grams that are now closing, one funding," Basile said. "It exists
because it genemtes its o" n revthe establishment of ESL pro- of which is Morehead State."
However, Basile said the Uni· enue fmm its ov. n tuition ''
grams outside the United States.
Basile said although the ESL
"Other English-speaking coun· versity is commiued to keeping
tries are much more aggressively the ESL program open lx•c.:auM! of prognun has the rc~ponsibility of
going after students, particularly the number of international stu- paying lor ils operating expenses,
the Unh·er~ity pays most of it.;
those from A:.ia, who arc the big dent\ it brings in every year.
•'The (ESL program at Murmy utilities.
ESL students. for their ESL programs." Basile said. ''Au1>tralia, State), for the past 10 years, has
"The University provides
New Zealand, England and Cana· been a vitnl part of international- (ESL's) :-;pa<.:e, its communicada arc all now trying very active- ization on campus," Basile suid. tions, its hardware and moM of ilc;
ly to attrnct international students. "In fact, it is the main contributor furniture; ba~ically all of its utilities are provided." Basile said. "Jt
And they've gotten much bigger. of international students here."
Basile said because ESL is so docs not cover its operating
so thcir share of imemational students in the. world ha~ increased important to Murray State. the expenses. the payment for ony of
greatly compared to the share of Unive!'l>ity is giving th~ pmgrum it<; starr (\r teachers or any of the
tirne to stahilin~
. program liCtivitics."
Amcricnns."
.., think if we are able to get
Basile o;aid the ESL program
Ba~ile also said many Asian
countries are developing ESL through this year, to make ends has severn! strategies for increasprograms so th;~t students do not meet, then the program is going to ing F.SL enrollment.
be in much better shape and ahle
··one strategy b to wmk ugarn
have to leave the country.
"We've seen a change in the to overcome this delicit," Oa.;ilc more closely v. ith more institukind of ESL student that comes to said ....l11e University is willing to tions to send groups of students;
our · program.'' Basile .said. live with that deficit for nt least another is to nctually go out and
'They· rc coming with bcuer Eng- two or three ye<trs. So they're meet prospective ~tudents face to
lhh skill' than they were before. committed, they're in anti. we're f;~ce in different countries,"
Basile said. "Abo, in many counNow they come and don't need tis not going ltl clo~e."
University Prc..,ident F. King tries they have recruiting :;ervices
much ESL instruction."
Basile said the aftemlath of Alexander said expenditures that advise students to go to difSept II also has affected the added to the program to help ferent universities in the: U.S.
number of international !>tudento; make it more pre~tigious were They provide infornJJtion about
who can obtain visas in order to also a cause of the program's us. so the big thing i~ to give
financial difficulties. He said cut- enough information nhout Murstudy in the United States.
"It's a lot harder for interna- ting those expenditures Clm help ray State and t.he qunlity of its
programs."
tional students to get here. and it's pull the program out of debt.

by Taylor Marie Ewing
a-;sistam news editor

by Adam L. Mathis
staff w ri w r

For the first time since the early
1980s, first-semester freshmen are
abk to participate in Rush activities
at Murray State without waiting
untiltl1cir second semester.
The change was initiated by the
Interfraternity Council after conducting research into the subject,
said Jonathan Wright, IFC president.
"lrC contluctcd a year-and-a-halflong study ... linding out that we arc
the only public institution in Kentucky, and the only member of OVC
as far as school s that have Greek
systc·ms, that have ;,1 deferred Rush,"
Wright snid .
Jim Baurer. IFC adviser, said
opponents of the change feel that a
deferred Rush give!> freshmen nn
opportunity to bt•corne ncqua~nted
with l'ollegc.
''There ' s two schools of rhought
<tm "heth~..,r fi rst-:.emcster freshmen
should be able to join or not. and the
~chool of thought where it's a
dcfcn:ed Rush is to give the freshmen n semester to udjust to college
life, to gel to know the ~hapters better in order to make an informed
decision and gd their ucademics in
order in regards to trying to get
cstabli~hcd a~adclllically in school."
Buurer ~ aid .
In the early 19HO~. a dc~ision was
made to move fraternities to a
deferred Ru..;h system. -;aid Ross
Mt:loan, director of Career Servi~es
and former assi .aant to vice presidc:nt ul' Student Development
"The reason the deferred Rush was
implemented was becau:.e the num-

bers of enter:
ing freshmen who
were participating in
Rush at that time were coming up
with some very. very poor academic
performances in their classes,"
Meloan said.
Baurer ,said IFC member~; are prepared to bundle studems' academics.
"1 think that they (IFC) feel that
they have academic support programs in place that would help those
incoming freshmen to not struggle
academically their first semester,"
Saurer said.
In order to ensure higher academic
standard:., the University is allowing
only baccalaureate status freshmen
to Rush, sniJ Don Robertson, vice
president of Student Affairs.
Each group of freshmen rushees
for each fraternity must maintain an
average GPA equal to, or higher
th*n, the all-freshmen male average
for last semester.
"1 supported the concept because I
do think the fraternity can be one of
1he best wnys of helping a student
adjust, make the transition from high
:.choolto college .... Jt can also be, if
dof'!e properly. a help; it can facilitate good academic progress and
help with the academic transition,"
Robertson said.
Baurer said if fraternities' freshmen Rush classes do not maintain
the GPA, punitive measures will be
t<~ken against the fraternity. and if
the average does not improve. that
fraternity will not be <tllowed to

accept first-semester freshmen next semester.
"The taking of first-semester
freshmen should be a positive rather
than a negative, but we are going to
be monitoring that as we go through
the semester in terms of several
things, in terms of the social aspect
of fraternities, the academics to
make sure it is a positive," Baurer
said.
The decision to accept first-semester freshmen was also motivated by a
decline in Greek numbers, both
nationally and at Murray State,
Wright said.
"There was a decline in numbers
and we (JFC) just wanted to open up
the doors for guys their first semester to join our fraternities before
they get involved in other things,"
Wright said.
Baurer said he attributed the
decline to an increase in nontraditional students and a change in student focus.
"There's a lot of theories out
there; one is that the students are
more focused on their al·ademic success and are more inclined to participate in activities that have direct
bearing on their degree," Baurer
said.
Wright said that he believes the
rate of Greek enrollment is beginning to rise again.
"Murray b generally two years
behind the trend .... I think now we
are finally getting back up to where
people are interested in the Greek
system again," Wright said.
A total of 130 freshmen and
upperclassmen joined fraternities
during Rush this year.

Jury locks at 11-to-1, Turner hearing ends in mistrial·
by Marci Owen

Glover said the sevt:n-woman, five-man
jury locked at 11-to·l in favor of acquittal.
"I'm grotified that that many folks on
the jury saw it our wuy. I just believe that
the medical proof was such that it was
clear to those 11 that she was not guilty ,"
Glover said. 'Tm disappointed that we're
going to have to do thi.s again."
However, Commonwealth Attorney
Gale Cuok said she heard a different number for the jury vote. but refused to disclose any further information.
Glover said he was hopeful the outct)me
of the trial would lead to a more reasonable offer from the Commonwealth.
'1'hetr only offer wa' 20 years on murder, which is 17 years to the parole board,"
he said. "We're hoping that maybe in light
of this they may make a much more reasonable offer."
Glover said he was not sure whm the
Commonwealth's future offer might be.

"(Reckless homicide) is a good starting
place," he said.
Glover also said he would not consider
requesting a change of venue.
''The folks have been good to us here."
he said. "The jury pool was high-quality in
my opinion. I want it here in Murray.
That's where it happened, and I think
that's where it should be."
Angelita Turner's grandmother Johnnie
Turner· said the outcome of the trial only
made her more anxious for Angelita 'Turner to return home.
"She has a little girl who's waiting for
her," she said. "I want her momma home.
I know she's ready to come. Seventeen
months is a long time to be away from her
child.
"Angelita is one of 27 grand-kids. She is
the closest one I have. I am not going to be
satisfied until she is home with me and her
baby.''

Day 1: Jury selection

Day 3: Testimonies continue

The jury pool wa!>. narrowed down to 14
juror!-, I\\ o of which ~ervcd as ultcmate jurors
throughout the trial.
~1orc than 10 possible jurors were dismb~ed bel'Uuse of biases tonned from rncdia
covcruge.

The Commonwealth called two more witnesseo;, Johnnie Turner and Mark LaVaughn, u
pathologist at the state medical examiner's
oftice in ~adisom ille.
In Johnnie Turner's testimony, she
infom1cd the coun of Angelita Turner's two
prior pregnancies, the first of which resulted in
a mi~carriagc. Angelita's second pregnancy
led to a Cesarian deliYery of her now 4-yearold daughter, who lives v. ith Johnnie Turner.
Joh]lme Turner de'il'ribcd the relationship
between Angelita and her daughter as "very
good"
The defense called its only witness, Louis
Roh, the deputy chief medical examiner for
Westchester County, N.Y.

LaVaughn and Roh, key witnesses in the
trial, had differing opinions on the cause of
death.
LaVaughn. who performed the autopsy on
the baby, said there were many indications of
a live birth, including partial expansion of the
lungs. Because of these indications,
LaVaughn said it was evident the baby was
born alive and died from suffocation.
"It's my opinion that the child was making
respiratory efforts," he said. "It wac;n't tOOpercent full expansion, but there was aeration
in the lungs."
However. Roh said the portions of aeration
in the lungs were likely caused by postmortem
gas. This, along with "serious congenital
defornlation of the umbilical cord,"led Roh to

news editor
The jmy in the munlcr trial of a fonner
Murray State student was unable to reach
a unanimous verdict Sept. 13 after nearly
s1x hours of delibemtion .
Angelita Tumer. who was arrested 10
Mareh 2001 after u dead m:wborn was
fount.lttl her Hart College room. faced two
count~ of murder and one count of lirstdegr.:l· -:ri minal abu-;c, the latter charge
was dropped prlor to deliberation.
Calloway County Circuit Court Judge
Dennis Fou~t set a heanng for Oct. 14 to
discuss n new trial date. Foust also rejected a n:4uest by tkfensc attorney Carol
Connolly to reduce Angelita Turner's
$50.000 cash bond but said he would c.:ono;ider reducing It before the October hearing.
After the trial, ddcnse attorney Tom

Ryan Brooks/The News

Angelita Turner waves to her daughter and other family members after her
hearing ended in a mistrial. Turner remains in jail awaiting a new court date.

• anal}'Sis

Day 2: Opening arguments, testi·
monies begin
The Commonwealth called s1x witnesses
who all testified to the events surrounding
~brch 27 und 28.
Witnesse" included the medical social
worker, nurse and OBGYN who treated
Turner ut Henry County Medical Center.
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believe the baby was stillborn.
"There i'> certainly mcllic<ll evidence that ·
this bahy was born dl•ad.'' he said. "We don't
have any medical evidence of u-;phyxiution.''

Day 4: Closing arguments, jury
deliberation, verd.ict
After closing argument~ by defense attorney
Tom Glover and . Common\\ealth Attorney

Gale Cook, the jury was issued ~pedal instruction~ before going into deliberation.
Amung the in~tnlctions were the three possible finding~ with which the jury could
return: guilty of intentional murder. guilty of
wanton murder and not guilty.
Shortly after 2 p.m., almost three hours into

deliberation, the jury asked for a cleurer definition of "wanton.'' Fnu~t referred them back to
the jury instructions, which defined "wantonly" as an act that is committed where the
offender i:, ·•aware of and consciously disre·
gards a substantial and unjustifiable risk that
the result will occur or that circum.,tance
cxi-.ts.
'The risk must be of such n<~turc and degree
thut disregard thereof con~titutcs a gross devi·
arion from the standard of conduct that n reasonable person would observe in the "ituation."
Shortly before 6 p.m .. tive-and·a-half hours
intn deliberation, the juror.; informt:d F<lust
that they would be unable to reach <~ verdict.
and n mistrial was c.Jeclarell.

news editor: Ma n.:i Owen
news editor: Taykx ~fane Ewing

ca111pus l)riefly
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phone: 762- i468

teaming classes across the curriculum and m.1intain a certain GPA to
earn designation as a Service teaming Scholar at Honors Day and hpve
the designation on their transcript.
All faculty membets are invitt.>d to
attend the luncheon, where they
will receive a free Italian buffet.
W.K Kellogg Foundation Vice President Robert F. Long will serve as
guest speaker.
Seating is limited to the first 100
reservations. To rcS(.'rve a seat,
phone Lori Mathie; at 767-6937 by
today.

Kentucky courts need
bilingual interpreters
Kentucky courts are looking for
bilingual interpreters.
For more information about
becoming a certified court interpreter, phone Kathy Schiflett at the
Administrative Office of the Courts
at (502) 573-2350 by 4:30 p.m.
today.

Margaret Harpcr/fhe News

New food, beverage cart
offers hot, cold options
Food Services is offering a new

Pamela Kane, sophomore from Salida, Co., works on the set for
food cart located in the lobby on
"Our Town," which will be showing the first week of October.
the second floor of the Business

Corrections

In the Sept. 13 edition of "The
Murray State News," Lauren Horton was listed os president of the
Black Studmt Council, instead of
Candace Jeffries.
Also in the Sept. 13 edition, the
Waterfield Library 'coffee bar was
reported open, when in Tl'ality it
opened yesterday.

Community Resource Fair
to take place Saturday
The Community Resource Fair
will take place from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
tomorrow in the Curris Center.
TI1e fair will include free dental
and medical scn.'Cl\ing, as well as
games and entertainment. There also will be the National
Guard Armory Clothing and Book
Exchange from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
For more information, phone
762-7333.

5K run or fitness walk for adults
that includes a half·mile run for
youths, will take place at 8 a.m. for
adults and 9:15 a.m. for children
Saturday in front of. the Murray
State gate at the comer of 15th and
Olive streets.
Race registration begins at 7 a.m.
and costs $20 for adults and $5 for
youths. Advance adult registration
is $15.
The run is intended to raise
awareness of the price of freedom . .
Four student participants will
receive $250 scholarships through a
rilndom drawing.
For more information, phone
762-6111.

~niversity to

hold luncheon

honoring scholar program
Murray State is kicking off a new
Learning Scholar's program with a

luncheon for faculty members from
noon until 1:15 p.m. Sepl 27 in the
Murray Room at the Regional SpeScholarships available , cial
Events Center.
during "Run for Freedom"
Studentc; in the program must
The first "Run for Freedom," a complete a set number of service-

Building.
The cart is open from 10:30 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Waterfield Ubrary selects
winner for name-contest
Waterfield Library has selected
the winner of its "Name the Coffee
Bar" contest. Brian Rose, of Alamo,
received the prize package for his
winning entry, "Starbooks."

SGA to hold senate elections
in CUm Center dance
lounge
Student Government Associa·
tion senator elections for the college of Business and Public Affairs
and Humanities and Fine Arts will
be held Wednesday in the Curris
Center dance Lounge.
For more information, phone the
SGA office at 762-6951

Campus Briefly is compiled by Taylor Marie Ewing, assistant news
editor.
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Thursday, Sept. 12
2:23 a.m. A verbal report was
issued in front of Regents College for a blocked license
plate.
4:54 p.m. A resident adviser
reported there was smoke
from a burnt pizza in Elizabeth College. A report was
taken.
6:30 p.m. A caller reported his
vehicle was hit in the Richmond College parking lot. A
report was taken.
10:51 p.m . A caller reported a
large group of people were
yelling in Dorm Circle.

Friday, Sept. 13
12:29 a.m. There was a report
of indecent exposure near
Hart College. The subject was
gone upon officer arrival.
1:23 a.m. The residence director at Clark College advised
that a resident had been
receiving threatening phone
calls.
1:31 a.m. An intoxicated person attempting to start a fight
was reported at Franklin College.
5:25 a.m. A truck was reported driving through the mall
area.
7:52 a .m. There was a report
of tires being stolen off a bike
in front of Franklin College.
A report was taken.

Saturday, Sept. 14
1:11 a.m. There was a report of
an individual making sexual
gestures at a desk worker at
White College.
3:20 a.m. A verbal warning
was issued for careless driving
on Main Street. A citation was
issued for expired tags.
10:43 a.m. A subject at Regents
College reported recetvmg
harassing phone calls. A
report was taken.
7:25 p.m. There was a report of
several subjects drinking at
the Roy Stewart Stadium. A
report was taken.
9:55 p.m. There was a report of
a stolen vehicle in the Roy

Stewart Stadium. A report was
taken.
10:10 p .m . A caller reported
receiving harassing· phone
calls at Franklin College.
11:59 p.m. There was a report
of students moving a pizza
delivery driver's car at White
College. A report was taken.
.,

Sunday, Sept. 15
12:26 a.m . A verbal warning
was issued for failure , to illuminate on 16th Street.
2:08 a.m. A verbal warning
was issued for driving over a
sidewalk in White College.
2:40 a.m . A caller reported a
subject walking through the
mall area carrying a handicapped street sign.
1:03 p.m. The residence director at Elizabeth College repotted the possibility of a gun in a
resident's room. An officer
retrieved a pellet gun and a
report was taken.
1:16 p.m. A subject turned in a
bullet to the residence director
at Hart College. A report was
taken.
6:48 p.m. A caller advised several subjects on the Intramural
Field damaging the grass.

Monday, Sept. 16
12:29 a.m. Public Safety was
advised to be on the lookout
for subjects involved in two
home invasions and an
attempted murder in Henry
County.
9:05 a.m. A caller reportt.>d a
scanner was stolen from the
Business Building. A report
was taken.
9:19 a.m. A caller reported
damage to a tent that was left
outside between the IT Building and Blackburn Science
Building. A report was taken.
10:26 a.m. There was a report
of a missing computer, monitor and printer in the Business
Building.
1:33 p .m. A driver removed a
barricade from a parking
space in the Alexander Hall

parking lot and parked their "
car.
4:23 p.m. A caller reported
children playing softball on
the soccer field by the Curris
Center.
7:58 p.m. The residence director at Franklin College reported a broken lock and window
on a back door.

Tuesday, Sept. 17
3:05 p.m. A caller reported a
subject was slumped over in
a vehicle in the Blackburn Science Building parking lot.
The subject was gone upon
officer arrival.
5:41p.m. The residence director at Regents College reported a subject dropped her keys
down an elevator shaft.
6:31 p .m. A vehicle in the Roy
Stewart Stadium was vDndalized. A report was taken.

Wednesday, Sept. 18
5:01 a.m. An individual was
reported writing on the sidewalk in the mall area . A
report was taken and the
individuals will remove the
words from the area.
7:10 a.m. A subjected reported harassing communications. A report was taken.
12:44 p.m. A caller advised
that he had information
about falsification on school
applications. A report was
taken.
4:24 p.m. A student in White
College reported her wallet
missing from her room.
6:33 p.m. A caller ran over a
stop sign the Howton Agricultural parking lot.
8:07 p .m. There was a noise
complaint at Springer College. A report was taken.

in

Police Escorts-11
Motorist Assists-3

Police Beat is compiled by Taylor Marie Ewing, assistant news
editor. All dispatclted calls are
not listed.

Mexican Mattie

,-

"Yo quiero Murray State News "
She may not quite be a chihuahua, or even try to pitch soft tacos, but she'll nm for the border
to get you your News. Her stumpy little legs may not carry her fa..c;t, but she's dedicated.

• Who: First Baptist Church
• What: The NET is a praise and worship
celebration designed for the university student
and their needs.
• When~ Each Sunday (when Murray State is in
Session) at 8 p.m.
• Why: Connects students with God, other MSU
students and our church family! Offers Bible study
and teaching each week.

A van ~ill be at Hart Hall at 7:45 p .m. every

'Sunday for evening worship.
Refreshments will be served each Sunday
203 S. 4th St.
753-1854
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Gov. Patton denies allegations
of improper sexual relationship

Foreign weapons shipped
illegally from Afghanistan

•world

COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo.

LOUISVILLE (AP) - The owner of a
struggling western Kentucky nursing
home has alleged Gov. Paul Patton
turned state regulators loose on her facility after she broke off a sexual relationship with him.
In a written statement released by his
office in response to Tuesday's report on
WHAS-TV in Louisville, Patton acknowledged knowing Tina Conner and her husband, Seth Conner, for a number of years
but "denies any inappropriate contact
with Ms. Conner or on her behalf."

(AP) - The Army is reportedly

investigating whether soldiers,
including members of the Col·
orado National Guard, illegally
sent foreign weapons home
from Afghanistan.
U.S. Customs agents found
about 50 guns in shipping containers at Dover Air Force Base,
Del., in late August, Marc Raimondi, spokesman for the
Army's Criminal Investigation
Command, told "The Gazette"
of Colorado Springs in Wednesday's editions.
At least some of the weapons
were found in containers
belonging to members of
Pueblo-based Bravo Company
of 5th Battalion/ 19th Special
Forces Group, the newspaper
reported, citing anonymous
Army sources.

Four more Kentucky residents
report probable West Nile c:ases
LOUISVILLE (AP) - Four more Kentucky residents are believed to have contracted the West Nile virus, including a
43-year-old Campbell County man who
died, the Cabinet for Health Services said
Wednesday.
The unidentified Bellevue man, who
died Sept. 7, and a nonfatal case involving a 31-year-old Covington man, are the
first West Nile cases in humans reported
in Northern Kentucky, officials said.
The four probable West Nile cases
reported Wednesday bring the state's
total to 20, ~eluding three deaths.

Polite inv'estigating c:ase
of baby found in toilet
NEWBURGH, N.Y. (AP)
Newburgh police are investigating the death of a newborn boy
found in a toilet bowl in this
Orange .County city.
Emergency workers respond·
ing to a call found the baby Monday afternoon, police said. He
was born just before the 9ll call
and pronounced dead at a hospital, police said.
No charges had been filed as
of Tuesday, Sgt. Arnold Am thor
told the "Poughkeepsie Journal."
Amthor said: "We're still in
the process of determining the
cause of death."

FBI ends probe of spending
at Kentucky State University
FRANKFORT (AP) -The FBI has ended
its investigation into spending at Kentucky State University and will present its
findings to the U.S. attorney's office, an
agency spokesman said Tuesday.
I<SU officials and the attorney for former
university President George Reid said
-they were told no criminal charges will be
brought. FBI spokesman David Beyer told
The Courier-Journal that decision would
be made by U.S. Attorney Greg Van Tatenhove.
Van Tatenhove,· through spokeswoman
Wanda Roberts, declined to comment to
the newspaper on Tuesday.
Bill Wilson, chairman of the KSU board
of regents, said the university's lawyer, Bill
Johnson, informed him that the FBr has
ended its probe - which the university had
said focused on expenditures by Reid and did not plan to bring charges.
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Woman pleads guilty
to Soc:ial Sec:urity fraud
ALBUQUERQUE (AP} - A
Rio Arriba County woman
accused of bilking Social Security out o f more than $92,000
has b~ seytcnced to
year
and a day in prison.

a

Stephanie Martinez, 49, of
Cebolla was sentenced Tuesday
by U.S. District Judge James
Parker. He also ordered her to
repay the $93,000.
Martinez pleaded guilty Feb.
21 to two counts of wire fraud
and one count of mail fraud,
though she continued to dis·
pute some of the charges.
Martinez and her husband,
Donald, were accused of creating three fictitious children and
collecting the. money for the
fake offspring and themselves.

Woman receives 20-year
sentence for DUI murder
BEDFORD, Va. (AP) - A 39year-old woman with a history
of drivin~ drunk was sentenced
to 20 years in prison for killing
a motorcyclist last year.
Viki Lynn Arrington of
Goode pleaded guilty in June to
felony murder, driving under
the influence of alcohol and driving with a suspended license.
She had two prior DUI convictions.
Arrington was close to five
times over the legal limit for
alcohol on Sept. 28 when she
drove her car across the median
of U.S. 460 and crashed into
Carol Minton's motorcycle.
Minton, a Moneta resident,
died in a hospital the next day.

Man rips tongue ring
fi'om girlfriend's mouth
VINELAND, N.J. (AP) - A
couple's dispute over a tongue
ring ended with the man's arrest
on simple assault charges.
Francisco Beltran, 23, was
arrested Monday after he tried
to rip the ring out while his girlfriend slept in their Vineland
home, authorities said.
Diana Bisbal, 26, who has
dated Beltran for five years, said
they had argued a!>out her new
piercing earlier that night. She
was treated at South Jersey Hospital-Newcomb Medical Center
and later released.

Suicide bomber kills
bystander, wounds two
JERUSALEM (AP) - A
suicide bomber blew himself up at a busy junction in
northern Israel during
evening
rush
hour
Wednesday,
killing · a
bystander and wounding
two others in the first
Palestinian suicide attack
against Israelis in six
weeks.
The attack came amid a
new burst of violence a day
after Israel turned down a
Palestinian offer to halt
attacks on civilians in Israel
as the first stage of a gradual truce.
There was no immediate
claim of responsibility for
the suicide bombing near a
bus stop close to the Israeli
Arab town of Umm el-

Fahm.
The assailant blew himself up at about 5 p.m. as he
was about to be checked by
police officers, media
reports said.

Human rights group
n!ports polite torture
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP}
Turkey's police still torture
suspects, including women
and children, despite recent
reforms meant to enhance
its candidacy for European
Union membership, the
human
rights
group
Amnesty International told
the European Union on
Wednesday.
The EU is expected to
decide
in
December
whether to open negotiations with Turkey over the
country's joining the union
talks that have been long
delayed because Turkey has
not met EU demands for
democratic and economic
reforms, including a ban on
torture.
Arnnesty said in a report

to EU Enlargement Commissioner Guenter Verheugen that torture was
"wides{'read" and persistently Used by police forces
in most of Turkey's 13
provinces.
Amnesty representatives
found evidence of torture
while visiting Turkey from
January to June. They listed
28 cases involving 60
alleged victims.

.

U.S. troops to move
against ai-Qaida forces

his role in sending Jews to
Nazi death camps, went
free Wednesday on a court's
orders. The ruling angered
Holocaust survivors and
others who fought for years
to bring him to justice.
Papon led the Bordeaux
area police during the Nazi
occupation of France and
was convicted in 1998 for
signing orders that led to
the deportation of 1,690
Jews from Bordeaux from
1942-44. Most were sent to
Auschwitz; all but a handful died.

WASHINGTON (AP)
U.S. special forces and the
CIA are preparing to move Rival tribes exchange
against al-Qaida elements gun fire, injure 10
believed hiding in the
TORKHAM, Afghanistan
Rival
tribes
region around the Hom of (AP)
Africa, possibly sending embroiled in a land dispute
troops to capture fighters in eastern Afghanistan
in. Osama bin Laden's exchanged gunfire Wednesancestral homeland of day, injuring 10 people,
Yemen,
officials
said police said.
Wednesday.
The clashes erupted when
Eight hundred U.S. spe- members of the Mohmand
cial forces have been tribe sought to forcibly
moved to Djibouti, the tiny remove
thousands
of
African nation
facing . nomads they insist are
Yemen, defense officials occupying their land along
the
border
between
said.
The amphibious assault Afghanistan and Pakistan.
ship Bellieu Wood also is
After the nomads refused,
sailing in waters between Mohmand tribe members
Yemen and Africa and opened fire on a small
could be used as a platform crowd, torching their housfor troops throughout the es and cars and blocking a
region, one official said.
nearby highway. Several
The deployments are nomads returned fire.
aimed at positioning peoMohmand tribesmen say
have
repeatedly
ple and equipment for any they
mission in the region, the appealed to government
U.S. Central Command officials to find land for the
said.
nomads, who in recent
Officials declined to say weeks have built up houses
whether an operation in in the border area.
Yemen or elsewhere in the
"We're forced to resort to
region was imminent.
this action," said Haji Aza.m
Khan. "It is the job of the
government
to provide
Wartime collaborator
them lands. They should
leaves Frenc:h prison not occupy ours."
PARIS (AP) - French
wartime collaborator Mau- World Briefly is compiled by
rice Papon, imprisoned for Tim Siniard, ptaff writer.
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is seeking to train individuals for:

At Quizno's, we toast our
subs to enhance the flavor.
But our pe~fectly toasted sub~ already
have a head start at great taste because of
our ingredients 100% real dairy-made
cheese, real Italian meats, real turkey breast
and real Black Angus top round, sliced fresh
cfluly and stacked on our famous baguettestyle bread. Our fe~rless prediction: we think
you're going to be really happy here.

·Advertising Manager
·Ad Production Manager
·Business Manager
for the 2003 school year
Apply today at The Murray State News
1st floor Wilson Hall
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ESL in ·debt, University·helps
Our View

What do you think about
President Bush's plan to
replace Saddam Hussein?

Issue:
Murray State
University officials' decision
to keep the
ESL program
open.
POSITION:

"I think it will
tum into the
biggest bag of
snakes you've
ever seen."
Edward Skagg.<~
seniOr, Murray

''Someone else
will just fill the
position and it
will be poopie."
Teri Lovett

Good move on
the University's part. It
realizes the
importance of
this program to
campuB diversity.

Murray State's English as a
Second Language (ESL) program is in debt.
Like all other university
ESL
programs.
Murray
State's ESL program, which
offers international students
the opportunity to ieam English, has survived thus far on
its own revenue. It does not
receive state funding and
must sup~,>ort itself solely on
student tUition.
Recently, however, enrollment has been low, and Sept.
II only made matters worse.
With new immigration policies in place, international
students are finding it harder
to obtain visas in order to
study in the states.
Some of those finding it
most difficult are students
desiring to study English a~ a
second language.
Needless to say, this decline
in international enrollment
means a decline in ESL
enrollment as well.
University officials, however, recognizing that the ESL
program might soon be forced

to close because of debt, have
taken the initiative of keepins
the program open despite senous financial debt
While the program does
cover operating expenses and
staff and teacher salaries, the
University provides space,
communicatiOn
facilities,
hardware and furniture
basically all utilities. Murray
State is also initiating aggressive recruitment techniques to
increase enrollment.
University administrators
obviously recognize two
things.
They see that the ESL program IS in demand and important to the ~ducation of many
non-native English speakers.
More importantly, however,
Murray State officials understand that the ESL program is
a vital tool in encouraging
diversity on campus.
By supporting a fmancially
threatened program. despite
state-wide budget cuts, the
University has once again
proven its commitment to
mtemational students.

RAY STAlES ESL PR06r?AM •••

Torn between two commitments

juntOr, Paducah

In My

Opinion
"I think it will
provoke more
warfare. and it
will distance our
relationship with
other countries."
Eryn Murray
scphomore, Lexmgton

Chris
Jung
"I think that the
foreign opinion of
the U.S. is going
to plunge into the
ninth circle of
hell.''
I

•

Ryan Powers
Junior, Hawesvl/19
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"The Murray State News" stnves to be the
University community's source lor Information.
Our goal IS to present that information in
a fa1r and unbiased manner anti also provide a free and open forum lor expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News· offers a handson learn1ng environment for those students
mterested in journaltsm or other fields relating to the productton of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and. its edttors should be !reo to develop
thetr own edttorial and news poltcies ,
"The Murray State News" is prepared and
edited by students and Is an official publicalion of Murray State Universtty. The first
copy of "The Murray State News· is free .
Additional copies are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

"The current
situation has
forced me to
waJka
tightrope of
when to be a
stern journalist and when
to he a good
friend and
better
brother."

The great psychologist Carl Jung once said,
"Everything that irritates us about others can
lead us to an understanding of ourselves."
Apparently, over the past three weeks. the
Interfraternity Council and fnuemity members
have become extremely irritated with "The
Murray State News" and its efforts to rep~lrt the
altercation between two fraternities on campus.
During meetings, between side conversations
and in passing, members from both fraternities
have made a habit of voicing their opinion in
regards to the coverage of the tights, restriction, etc., as well as the editorial that was written to discuss the decline of Greek unity.
As a result, I have been placed in the middle
of an extremely edgy situation.
You see, I am a member of one o(the aforementioned fraternities. but also hold a p~lsition
for the very newspaper you are reading. Being
involved in both Qrganizations has been an
absolute blessing to me (lVer the past year. and
I have no regrets when it comes to the decisions
I have made in terms of extracurricular activities.
However. the current situation has forced me
to walk a tightrope of when to be a stern journalist and when to be a good friend and better
brother. So, it was with much hesitation that I
accepted the invitation from Severo Avila,
opinion editor, to contribute to the commentary·
section.
But after I thought about it, I realized if I
don't say anything, if I don't voice my opinion
when I may have a front-row seat for both the
newspaper and fraternity. I would be a coward.
But if I could bring some ease to the parties
involved. then I would be considered a leader.
which is what both organizations teach me to
be.
These past few weeks have been far from
easy for both sides. From the fraternity aspect.
any type of negative publicity, obviously, is
bad. When the smoke clears, a fraternity is a
business trying to keep its feet lln the ground

while developing men into better men . As a
result. when a fraternity is trying to improve
and expand, an editorial putting down the cornerstone of Greek society- unity- is going to
be scoffed at and denounced. When there is a
story about a fraternity-party tight, frat members are going to be on the defensive and say a
scuffle at a party is irrelevant and ridiculous for
a student-run publication. "Let the two sides
involved work it out" is what fraternity members will say.
From the newspaper staffs point of view. it
is our job and duty to report the most important
recent stories on the college campus. While a
fraternity-party a ltercation seems to happen
extremely often. this particular one had different features. It turned into a more drastic matter than a normal fight. and the facts and summaries of the story were not "made up" as a
joke Jn the newsroom. 1be .reporter for 1M
story did everything in her power to see that the
correct facts were delivered. "The Murray State
News" prides itself in not printing hearsay. but
rather getting the solid. hard facts and simply
writing the truth- the story.
In this case. only police reports and affidavits, both public documents. were used,
word-for-word. in story research. As a result
of sketchy details from the Murray Police
Department and a pending investigation. there
was nothing the writer or newspaper could do
to improve the quality of the story for either
side.
,
Reporting this story on the front page may
seem like an attempt to bash fraternities or
even as an attack on a certain group. However.
if this same situation would have taken place
anywhere else. county. city and state papers
would also print it in the following morning's
paper.
On top of everything e lse, fraternity members who are so outraged with the unfolding
coverage from ..The Murray State News" have
left their complaints simply as they are, com-

plaints. Every week, editors and staff writers
come into the newsroom hoping that some
feedback is on the way. We are always thrilled
to tind e-mails or letters l<lthe editor, or maybe
even a commentary or two over an issue that
has someone hot under the collar.
In this case. however. despite the constant
bickering and displeasure over the newspaper's
coverage, only one response was recei~ed
regarding anything Greek-related. However,
the response was retracted by the author, and
we were unable to print it. Take advantage of
the venue you have every single week. This
section you are reading is a personal soapbox
for anyone whu wishes 111 voice his or her opinion, whether it be through a simple two-paragraph letter to the editor or a five-page commentary.
In conclu~ion, this has been a difficult couple
of w•ks 1'or me, f'or the involved Mtemfties
and, whether you believe it or not, the newspaper. Whether yuu C(llllprehend this or not, our
editorial staff. as well as our stuff' writers, contributing writers and advertising staff, i:.; composed of people and :;tudents just like you.
Many of us think on the same level. but we are
simply in a position where we must think and
write objecti,,.ely and carefully. Our job is not
to annoy or up~ct, but to stimulate, inform and
let you make your own decisions based on the
facts we present to you.
Fraternity-wise, I love my chapter and would
lay dnwA for every brother on Main Street. For
your knowledge, I would never set us up for
failure. J am constantly looking out for our
well-being and the sul'cess of the Greek system
as a whole.
Sometimes. however, we must take a deeper
look at the things that irritate us in order for us
to truly improve and get a complete understanding of oursehes.

Chris Jung is sports t'ditor for "The Murray
Stare News."

Lack·of space brings easy prey for parking nazis
In My

Opinion

Kristen
Watson

"It's a heartracing, brutal
battle and
survival of
the fittest. It
is every student for himself."

We've heard it all before. We've seen it
all before. Complai nts of parking are alive
and well on this campus. In fact, they are
getting worse.
With nothing but a vague, foggy promise
of 91 parking spots being constructed soon.
we go through the dreadful ordeal of parking every single day.
I may have been permanently, emotionally scarred by the battle for parking spots
here at Murray State.
It all began with four parking tickets the
second week of school. Forgive me if this
sounds obvious. but if there is an incredible
lack of parf..ing spots, why would tickets
even be given out'!
I thought I lucked out one day at Regents
when a sacred empty space of concrete
called my name. But as soon as I looked up.
there was the stern-IOl)ldng tickcter glaring
at me with his trusty pad of paper. I saw the
excited gleam in his eye as he swooped
down on his current prey: me.
So, being the open person that I am. I
asked him pointblank if he was going to
write me a ticket.
Well, that was a stupid question. Of
course he was. I felt irritation seep into my
body as I asked him. ··where exactly are we
suppose<.! to park, then'!" The man showed
no remorse. He unsympathetically suggested I park at the stadium. Cambridge to the
stadium to Wibon Hall . Now there's a
shortcut I never considered. You learn
something new every day.
At this point you may not truly be feeling
my pain yet. Well. that incident was minor
compared to the horror I am about to convey. Those with weak stomach:. may wish
to skip aheud. Last Friday, I was leaving

after a lo ng day on campus with nothing revving again, a huge blazer abrupt ly darts
but Boone's Farm in mind.
in front of you; there were at least 3 inches
Well. I innocently pulled out of a parking of space between you and blazer.
spot. Then, the next th ing I heard was an
Once you finally lose .the 15 mph Buick
earth-shattering thud. I wasn't shocked too out for a constant "Sunday drive," the biker
much: after a ll , I don't have the best dri- on the Schwinn I 0-speed decides to
vi ng reputation. (I've had a mailbox o r two become one with the flow of traffic. By this
jump out at me, and I may have fai led my time you've survived another trip to camdriving test a few times ... more difficult in pus; you should be able to park somewhere
Ohio.) However, the sight that lay before and skip to class to enjoy your educa.tion ,
me was nothing short of a trocious. My . right? Wrong.
entire headlight was lying on the ground.
It's a heart-racing, brutal battle and surThe c"utprit'l Two cement b locks carelessly vival of the fittest. It is every student for
thrown into a valuable parking space by h imself. Never mind your friend in the
construction workers.
green Neon waving as she passes by: you
Can you imagine the outrage this caused must keep zooming down every aisle with
me'? How the hell was I supposed to see tunnel vision . Thirty minutes later, your
those strategically placed blocks? Much determination has faltered considerably.
less, avoid hitting them'?
and your willpower has deflated.
At this point I must stop and explai n the
Head on the steering wheel. muttering
beloved Nissan 200SX. With busted speak- choice words to the driver of the orange
ers, no glove compartment, cigarette burns Pinto who heartlessly ,- ;wiped your spot,
inside and decorative dents outside. it is in you give up nnd skip class to park an your
critical condition. The Nissan did not own driveway .
NEED a broken headlight. Nor did it
It's time to take a stand. Unite as one. I
deserve it.
will admit. l have resorted to sweet -talking
Now that I have shared my personal trau- rnen for their parking spots. I have pleaded
mas concerning the parking crisis at Mur- with my long-time buddies ut the Sigma
ray State, I will demonstrate how other stu- Chi house to let me park in their lnt "for
dents are affected by the madness every just an hour." Rut it is time to boycott tickday of their lives.
'
ets. start a sit-in or picket: whatever it
People have actually become accustomed takes. We must rebel. We deserve to park
to it: it has become the norm. How sad is without stress .
that? Think about it. You are cruising down
Murray. Ky . , Every place is five minutes
Murray's ''strip,'' which is reminiscent nf nway. hut it t11kes 20 minutes to drive there.
Panama City's infamous stri p, and have to Might as well live in L.A.
slam on your brakes for the line of pcopfe
~.·usually strolling across the road. (Vehicular homicide is still illegal in all 50 states, Kri.Hen Wat.wn is a senior print journalism
by the way.) Just when you get your engine major from Cincinarri. Olzin.
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Nessie goes
digital, loch
on Internet
On
the
John

"What is
even more
interesting
is that there
is not just
one Web
cam, but
several in
place
around the
loch. One
Web site ...
gives surfers
a chance to
actually
zoom in and
take snapshots of the
scenes they
are seeing.
The only
animal
activity I

found
myself witnessing on
the site's
Web cam
wa~ a few
cows grazing. I could
barely contain my
excitement."

Howdy. folks. You know. I have been encountering
a decent number of problems these pa~t few weeks.
I have been plagueu by a bad case of fiflh ·yenr
seniuritis. I have had some sccnnu thoughts about my
choice of majors (which, contrary to what many people
who have read my commentaries may believe. Jo not
include '80s nostalgia or slam hall ). And on a much
more serious note - much more scriou' than that spiel
about my major and senioritis - my mommates und l
have found it increasingly uifticuh to maintain our
freezer stockpile of Totino's Pany P11zas.
As if these issues were not enough trouble, the J'O'' •
ers that be have decided I should sufter from sporadic
episodes of sleep deprivation. l blame this on said powers, although I do realize that my tendency to conl(mn
to a rather scre,•ed-up .;Jeep ~hcdule is perhaps really
to blame. But hey, it is much easier to blame someone
else than accept personal responsibility. right?
Anyway, last rught, I had yet <lllOther evening in
which a good night's rest evaded my grasp. Seeing as
how one of the worst feelings is to be lying in bed, wide
awake and fully realiting you could be doing something productive. I decided to make the most of my
predicament.
In late December, I nm planning on studying abmaJ
in England. With this trip in mind, I decided to browse
the Internet to get information on some of the more
interesting locales of Great Britain ... place~ like London. Bannockburn. Dover and, perhaps most importantly, Mr. Belveuere's hometown.
Well, after browsing for quite some tin1e. I realitcd I
had completely overiC'oked Loch Ness, located in Scotland. As a kid. I always liked to rend about the mysteries surrounding Loch Ness and its infamous inhabitant,
Nessie.
OK, at this point, I Jon 't knO\\ whnl is a more seri ous problem- that I have problems sometimes with not
being able to sleep or the fact that I seem to h11ve no
reservations with referring to t,!le l..och Ne~s monster ns
''Nessie."
Anyway. back to Nessie. I really wasn't expcl'ling to
find much valuable information by simply typing
"Loch Ness monster" mto Yahoo, but I decJded to give
it a shot anyway. And. much to my mnaten11..'nl. I was·
n't bombarded with about a dozen-nnd-a-half ~earch
result.'\ involving ties between Loch Ness. UFOs and
Elvis sightings.
In fact, I managcu to stumble upon nne of the coolest
things the Internet has oftercd since Papa John'~ Online
Pi:tJ"a Ordering Service. I had discovered the Loch Ness
Web cam.
Web cams. lor the one pers1m out there on campus
who i~ not familiar with these things. allow individuals
to send live video via the Internet. Usually used !'or
thing<; like video confcrencing and online aJult peep
shows (ummm, not that I know anything about the latter). someone has tinally decided to u-.e them for a
much more wonhy cause - the nearly 24-hour 'urveillancc of Loch Ness.
Surfers who uecidc to stare hours upon hour-. ut a
small 3-inch by 2-inch video image on their computer
screen at three in the morning are given the opportunity to hopefully spot Nessie with the Web cam.
What is even more interesting is that there is not just
one Web cam. but c;evcral in place arounu the loch. One
Web site. www.lochness.co.uk/livc~.·•un/. gives surfers
a chance to actually worn in und trske snapl>hots of the
'>cenes they arc seeing.
The only animal activity I found my~elf wttncssing
on this site's Web cam was a few cow~ grazing. I could
barely contain my excitement.
Another site, while it docs not g iH~ surfers a chance
to take snapshot~ of the loch, does allow them to switch
views between cameras. One is located on a research
vessel known as the DcepScan. swtioned on the loch.
The other is located on a hill above Urquhart Castle,
which overlooks Loch Ness. These Web cams can be
accessed at www.lochnesspruject.org. The only maj11r
drawback to these Web-cam images is that they refresh
at a rate of around every three to ti vc seconds.
Having discovered that someone nus actually taken
the time to set up live video feed..; around Loch Ness
raises my hopes that soon. other mysterious and spooky
areas will be broadcast via Web cam round the Internet
for viewing in poor-resolution 'ideo w111dows.
I think it is only proper we str,tp u lew Web cams on
the backs of Sherpa guides and send them :;carnpering
into the Htmalayas in search ol the elusive yeti. Sure,
maybe a guide or tWO will be e~ltell Of' freeze to death,
but hev. think of how awesome it would be 10 stare for
hours at a yeti cam
While we're strapping Web cams to variou~ things
and sending them off into the un!..nown, how 'bout we
strap a few on some Boy Scouts and send them into the
forests of western North America in search of Bigfoot'!
And perhaps we coulu also send a few Web cams to
Mars, 'cause God know' we need to know what those
guys are doing.
What would be really awesome is that dork~ like
myself would be able to open up nil of tl1esc various
window' at the same time on our computer screens.
thus being able to vic"' all the my,teriousness at once.
Oooooohhhhhh!
Well, I really would like to rant on some more about
Ness1c ~md Web cams and yetis eattn~ Sherpa 1!lllth.:-;,
but I am getting really tired ...
Wnit .a minute. I just realized how to make my<.elf
tired ... ramble <111 about completely trivial garhagc
while throwing in the \lCcasional self-deprecating jab.
and BAM! J have a sleep aid that is more potent that
NyQuil mixed with horse tranquiliter.
John Gib.um ir a
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Casual fling or
I ng-term thing?
Is sex really a waiting game?
In My

Opinion

Severo
Avila

''Mario
believes
women have
no control as
far as attraction goes.

Men can
make
women
attracted to
them at

will."

The other night. my roommate
Mario brought home a girl he had
ju$t met dt o party. Judging from the
sounds that came from his room,
I'm guessing they Jid a little more
than just ltllk.
That got me thinking . This happens oflcn. In college. immediate
hookups are, for the most pan,
expected. One-night stands are sort
of the norm . There will inevitably be
circumstances, such a:< at parties or
bars, where couples will meet and
become intimate.
I'm not :>aying it' s a bad thing.
I'm ju st wondering if there's l>Ome
SOrt Of Stllno;trd time frame between
meeting someone and sleeping with
them.
Casual sex does happen. but how
long after meeting someone should
you wait to spend the night with hirn
or her'!
When it comes to sex, how soon is
too soon'!
Mario has some interesting theories. He thinks attraction plays a
majM role. However, Mario
believes women have nu control as
far as <lllruclton goes,
Men can make women attracted to
them nt will . Men control women's
views of them. and therefore control
sex.
He also thinks akohul plays a big
_part in copulation as well, especially
in an environment like a college
campus.
So for Mario, seJC will take place
as soon rss the man wants it. He ic,
adamant about the fact that women
will not withhold sex, because if
they do, they realize there's a number of other girls out there willing to
take their place.
As long as the man and woman
consent , he it under thl' innuence of
alcohol or not, then sex is appropri-

ate, even immediately :lfter meeting.
Needless to say, Mario hus had a
'\Iring of meaningless. casual :;exual
encounters. And that's perfectly
acceptable for him. Trying to break
Wilt Chamberlain's record is apparently a short-term goal of his.
Our apartment sees more female
traffic than a 2-for-1 sale at Victoria' s Secret. So much traffic, in fact. it
would make an ideal location to
shoot a "Girls Gone Wild" vioeo.
If you don't buy into Mario's theory, and you wouldn't he nlone if
you don't, maybe you'd subscribe to
my other roommates' opinions.
Sabrina definitely thinks a couple
should wail u while after meeting to
spend the night together.
She thinks at least one date is necessary, but that the relationship must
build a little before you take the ne;o;t
step.
An informul poll in the newsroom
revealed some interesting respnnses.
A couple of women agreed lo,·e is
paramount in the decision,
Time isn't u factor. Sex should
only become part of a rclmionship
when love exists within that relationship.
One guy said you must he married
before having sex, that way, the
relationship can be built on ~ommu 
nication anJ trust. not just on physical intimacy. He thinks sex is only
acceptable after marriage because
that would allow the couple to make
an official ~ommitment to each
~Hher.

I even had one guy tell me sex is
wrong at any time. He claims to be
permanently celibate. I rc~•lizc he
represents an extremely small
mirority, but everyone' s opinion
counts.
And. rounding out the hunch, a
few people !'aid sex is appropriate a~

long as both parties are aware of
what comes next. Spccitlcally, do
they both know this is a one -night
thing? Do they agree this is just a
ning? Or. are they going to take this
seriously und try to build a relationship? Are they serious about each
other?
As long as they both agree, and
are careful. time doesn't matter.
There you have it, folk~ : all the
possibilities. But whttt do I think?
Well, I guess l'rn with those people
who think love is the decider. Yes.
I know you're probably rolling your
eyes ut me and groaning c.:ondesccndingly right now. I do realize
that being a hopeless romantic d~)es
take my "c<lOI ruting" down a few
notches. but I' rn the opinion editor
at the school newspaper. My "cool
ruting" is already lower thun a
catholic S(.~ hoolgirl's morals on
prom night.
I think luve i~ important.
If you really love someone, that's
the cue, because sex, and you may
disngree, is a hig deal. II may not
seem that w;ty, hut every time you
huvc sex. you ' re giving a part of
your:.elf l<> !>omeone else.
If you're not careful now, you just
might nor have much to give rn that
special pep;on later. Experience is
nne thing, but promiscuity is quite
unother.
Remember, there are lots of other
ways to find out if you really like
someone that don't include waking
up in an unfamiliar dorm room,
wondering where your underwear is
and having the un~ettling suspicion
that. at this very moment , a video.
starring you. i.s circulating on the
Internet.

Severn A l'ilu is op1111011 t•tlitor fvr
"The Murmy Swre News."

Students explore the great outdoors
This past weekend, I tntveled the same for the other novice
with a group spon~ored by the climbers as well .
Des pite the fact that Murray
Murray State Outdoor Adventure.s
Club to Fern Cliff State Park in State offers a wide selection of
Southern Illinois for a day of roc:k activities. clubs, intramurals and
organi1.ations for students, Murray
climbing.
We had a small group. and for can still feel a little claustrophobic
must of us. it wa'> our first time at times.
If you want to get out of Tiny
climbtng on out~ide rocks.
We lenrned the basics of mck- Town. U.S.A .. or maybe even any
climbing safety and technique and town, the Mumty State Outdoor
had time to do several 40- to 60- Adventures Club is for you.
The club offers u more acthe
feet c hmbs.
More importantly. we expanded alrcrnati\e for students who nre
our own pcr..,onal ranges of experi - open to new experiences, nature
ence in a challenging. and actually and a little adventure.
In addition to rock climbing. sevvery safe. new way.
I found the time to be very eral other ncuvit ics nrc being con rewarding. and I believe I can :;ay ' l!idered by the club. many nearby at

-

-

...,--

Land Between lhe Lakes.
Kayaking, mountain biking. ori enteenng and backpacking trips arc
some of the trips tentatively
planned for the semester nnd year.
The trip!-> nrc priced us inexpensively as possible t<.> accommodate
the average college-student's bud get.
If you would like more information on the MSU Outdoor Adventure:-. Cluh, contact Mike Gowen nt
mike .gowen@ murrnystate.cdu .
If you're bored in Murray, the
Outdoor Aoventurcs Club has the
cure.

In My

Opinion

Carey

Carey Snyder is an English major
from WilliamJimr g.

-
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•
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AL<I> accuses LX of several Rush violations
the fact that they (Sigma Chi~} did not
follow the rules of Rush is something
that needs to be addressed," Baurer

by Adam L Mathis
staff writer
Sigma Chi fraternity has been
accused of "iolating "the ~pirit and
the letter of the laws" governing the
Interfraternity Council's Rush guidelines.
Members of Alpha Sigma Phi
accused Sigma Chi members of several infractiOns at the fFC meeting
Monday.
Jim Baurer, lFC adviser. satd the
infraction.o; have not been proven.
..IIthe~c mfract10n~ did occur. then

sat d.

Ac, ordmg £O the charges. members
of Stgma Chi made "derogatory"
statement' to rushees about the Alpha
Sigma Pht fraternity.
Joe Ponder. Alpha Sigma Phi president. said sl.andering other fraternities would discourage ru!-hees from
joining fraternities anJ was not appropriate during Rush.
"During Rush week, it gets very
competitive, e~pecially when you

make each individual go out to each
fraternity.'' Ponder said.
Mike Nacke, Sigma Chi president,
said that the charges were not factually based.
"We arc currently investigating that
allegation as well as the others that
have been brought to the IFC," Nacke
said.
Alpha Sigma Phi also charged
Sigma Chi with distlibuting bids to
prc·baccalaureate students.
"We bad a guy rushing our fraternity," Ponder said. "He was a pre-baccalaureate student, which prevented

Possibility of war
concerns students
English anc..l philosophy at Murray State,
said he believes American 'tudents.
including those here nt Murray State. lack
The possibility of war in Iraq is on the knowledge on the issue.
"A student in one of my humanities
• minds of many in this nation. Allhough
• Murray is far away from the deserts of classes told me we should go to war with
• Iraq, it is still an issue Murray State o;tu- Iraq because they attacked us," Binfield
said. "When I a ... ked her what she meant,
dents are not takmg lightly.
Chanecia Coney, senior from Fort she toltl me. 'Well, they didn't specilical: Knox , said she believes America will go to ly.'but all of those places over there arc all
the same thing.'
• war. even if it should not.
•c "I believe we should wait," Coney said .
' Thc:se students, and Americans in general.
arc under the assumption that every: · "We have already been attacked by one
• country once. and we don't need to get one of Mu,Jim and Arabic de~cent has
: ourselve5. into something else with antHher att<tcked our country. which is very untrue.
at the present time. America is still hurt- I'm cuncerm:d that lots of student attitudes
; ing. and right now is not the time to con- are based on ignorance concerning this
' sider war. (lf we do go to warl. I believe bsue."
Bin field also saitl he thinks going to war
: we'll be making a terrible mistake."
Tamara Tucker. freshman from Murray, at the present time is not a good idea.
"There' s still so much we don't know,''
agreed.
"It scares me... Tucker said. ''I don' t Binlield said . "We don't have the support
of the United Nations, and it has hecn
want my boyfriend to go to war."
Brooke Jones, junior from Princeton. proven through history that anything
also said she believes going to war right works better with nations working in <:onvrt than intlividually. We need to ask
now is not wise.
"
"My brother-in-Jaw is in the army, and I more questions and learn more."
In .lddition. Binfield also said he
" would hate for him to have to go to warm
believes there are other is!'>ues not being
Iraq," Jones said.
•
While some University students think considered .
"Iraq was created with American supc going to war IS not the corre~.:t decision.
port against Iran," he :.aid. "We strength! others have different 1dcas.
•
"I think we should tight because t tl}cy) ened one 'dictator to stop another. Before
are killing all ot our people. und we need ' ~·e dl) this. we shoul<1 really consider the
• to do something about it," said Rachael problems in the future. This puts Saudi
•.. Albcrter. sqphornore from Swansea. Ill . Ambia, Jordan, Egypt and many other
:
Kevin Binfield, associate professor of governments at risk."

by Gu ier Millikan
contributing writer

.

us from giving him a bid. However,
he received a bid from Sigma Chi."
Nacke said that distributing bids to
prc-bacculaureates was not tllegal.
"According to our interpretation of
the IFC constitution, that doesn't go
against anything in there," Nacke
said.
Sigma Chi also was charged with
using "their Rush card stamp as a
means to coerce rushees into remaining at Sigma Chi Rush events against
their will."
Ponder said all ruo;hees arc required
to receive a stamp from every fratcr-

nity during Rush and that Sigma Chi
members refused to stamp rushees'
cards unti I an interview had been conducted.
Nacke said that misunderstandings
did \Urface. because this was the first
year for the system: and it will be
examined by IFC.
"
The final charge brought by Alpha
Sigma Phi is an accusation of having
"an open alcohol source" at a function
during Rush week.
··we (Alpha Sigma Phi) had a
rushee that the brotherhood knows,"
Ponder said. "He is the one who told

us ubout it because he actually drove
some of them (Sigma Chi members)
home that evening."
Nacke denied the charge as being
baseless.
"I can tell you that there is no factual basis behind that charge whatsoever," Nacke ~d.
Don Robertson, vice president of
student affairs, said the issues will be
monitored by the University.
Said Robertson: "We'll look and
see what the IFC does, what role they
take, but we really want them to kind
of govern themselve..;."

Freshnlen elect representatives
by Marci Owen
news editor
Murray State freshmen elt..-cted two
senators Wedne.-.day to represent
them in the Student Government
Association.
Emily Just, from Louisville, and
Chelsee Thomp-.cm, from Murray.
won the freshmen senate election
over II other candidates with 45 nnd
56 votes, respectively.
,Just said she decided to run for the
po!>ition because she wanted to get
involved on campus. She said fre.,hmen campaigns have to be run a little
differently than campaign!; for other
positions.
''I made sign~." she said. "I made
shirts. With freshmen, not many people know each (llher, so it's really just
about getting your name out there so
people will remember it."
Just said she has several ways she
would like to hear fre:-hmen conccms.
"Obviou~ly, ~"e have the freshmen
council," she said. "They are kind of
represenrative of ullthe freshmen, and
they can tell us their concerns. By
talking to freshmen one-on·one,
hopefully we can make sure we know
what they're thinking about.''
1hompson agreed with Just that
name recognition was more important
in the freshman senate election.
"As freshmen, we don't re<.~lly
know who would be a prominent
leader." Thompson said.
By trying to meet as many people
a' she could, which included speaking
in Freshmen Orientation classes,
lhompson said she was able to show

others her work ethic.
'The more you campaign, the more
it shows everyone you're serious
about it," she said.
With one of the biggesr freshmen
classes in Murray Swte's htstory.
Thompson said freshman senators are
more important now than ever.
"My main goal is to do whatever I
can to satisfy students," she said.
SGA President Jace Rabe said the
frelihmen senate positions are crucial
in student government.
"Not to take away anything from
any of the other senators by any
means, but freshmen c;cn.ators have a
unique job in the sense that they're
voicing the concerns and they are
leading this freshmen class that is
brand new on this campus." Rabe
said. "Freshmen are brand new, and
they don't want to stand up and
speak."
Senators for the Colleges of Science. Engineering and Technology,
Health Sciences and Human Services
and Education also were elected.
However, elections for senate posi·
lions 10 the Colleges of Business and
Public Affairs and Humanities and
Fine Arts will have to be held again.
SGA Ele..:tion-; Ways and \-teans
Chair Jay Powell said a mistake on
the b.1Uots was not caught before the
election.
"There's been a change in political
~cience majors,'' Powell said. "They
are now with the College of Humanities and Hne Arts. We had some
political science majors on the ballot
for (the) College ofBu~iness and Puhlic Affairs "
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New Young Women's Leaders Program seeks mentors
by Tim Siniard
!>tafT writer

Murray State's Young Women's
Leaders Program is seeking volun teers to serve as mentors for middleschool-age girls at Calloway County
Middle School.
The program was established nt
Murray Stntc to provide encourage·
ment -and ussistancc to middle-school
girls experiencing negative self-

awareness as a result of the emphasis
on appearance udolec;cence and mid ·
dle-school culture forces upon them.
Kennette Cleaver, senior from
Murray, becanll' a lt:ader in the pro·
gram as a result of her youth and
nonprofit leader:-hip minor. Clean:r
said she has an interest in c;ocial work
with adoles<.·cnt girls and led the
effort to bring til;: m~ntor program to
Murray State.
"Young women need positive role

nwJels." Cleaver said. "We are look·
ing for volunteers to enter our training program and become big sisters."
The program originated in 1997 at
the University of Virginia and has
since been adopted by other universities as well.
Jane Etheridge, counselor at the
Women' s Center, suid girls in miuule
school encounter dramatic physical
changes that affect their self-image.
"Many girls start to place a great

deal of emphasis on their appearance
und have to deal with the attention
thnt goes along with their bodily
changes," Etheridge said.
The program utili1es research conducted hy the Univer,ity of Virginia
that documents how some middleschool-age girls suffer from a lack of
contidence about their well-being.
Etheridge said volunteer training
will take place one day u week during a nine-week span. with daily ses-

sions lasting around one-and-a-half
hours.
"It's not something that will
require a ton of hours (from mentors)," Etheridge said.
During the training, future mentors
will formulate a community-service
project; discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of being a girl, goalse!ting, bodily imagt;, and selfesteem; and explore and embra~e tolerance.

Cleaver said middle-school girls
will not be the only beneficiaries of
the progmm.
"The program will be rewarding
for the mentors, too,'' she said.
An informational meeting for
Murray State students wanting to
volunteer will be held at 4:30 p.m.
Monday in the Cunis Center Cumberland Room. For more information
contact Kennette Cleaver at 7595911.

.

Alexander speaks at conference in Australia, brings recognition
by Loree Stark
l'ditor in chief

While getting a universtty name noted
nationally may be a challenge, University
President F. King Alexander was able to
bring Murray State to a global level when he
spoke at an international education conference in Australia' s capital city of Canberra
last week.
Alexander was one of three international
speakers invited to teach at the two·day
event, titled ''The Financial Future of AU!>·
tralia's Univer~ities .'' Alexander presented

"The U.S. Experience" (Jn the opening
day of the. <.' onfercnce. The other inter~ ' We don't have a betnational speakers im ited to all end the
ter
system than they
conference v.ere Art Hauptman, a U.S.
public-policy and higher-education
do: we just have a diffinance consultant, and John Beath. repferent one. "
resenting the University of St. Andrews
in Scotland.
F. KJNC ALEXANDfR
"The Australian National University
University Prestdent
and the minister of education contaded
me to work with them to help rcforn1
the higher-education system ," Alexander said. "I went to speak to parliamentary offit•ials, numerous groups and - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

people about the experiences America
has with the laissez-faire federal sys-

tem."
Alexander said he spoke about the
benefits of the system, as well as some
significant cautionary implications concerned with issues such as cost growth.
Alexander said many of the problems
that are concerns in the Australian higher-education system are the same as
those in the United States.
"They're asking the same questions," Alexander said. 'They've got
high access. We don't have a better sys-

tern than they dq; we just have a different
system,"
Student Government Association President Jace Rabe said Alexander's invitation
to Australia, in colljunction with other
recent accolades given to the University, is
another way to get Murray State on the map.
"I think it's good (public relations) fo r
our president to go to Australia," Rahc said.
"lt's huge. He embodies what the epitome
of what our goals are. I think he's pushing
out, not keeping Murray State a secret, not
keeping it inward, but showing everybody
what Murray State's about,"
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Lack of employees at annual Phon-a-thon leads to many uncontacted alumni
percent is collected through tuition. T he
remainder must be collected through privale donations. Most of lhese donations are
from alumni and are donated during lhe
Phon-a-thon.
The Phon-a-thon has been an annual
event for about I 5 years and is comlucted
by paid college students throughout the
year. Last year there were not enough
callers employed to make all the calls. :-.o
some alumni were not contacted.

by Melissa Kilcoyne
conlrihuting writer
In last year's Murray State Phon-a-thon,
7.000 alumni did not receive calls requesting donations. The annual event raises
money for the University by contacting
past graduates and asking them to make
donations.
Less than SO percent of the University's
money comes from the state, and around 30

"We ran out of time and did not have
enough callers at the end," l..ee Perry. assistant director of development for Annual
Giving, saiu.
According to Perry, 7,000 alumni were
not contacted because of unanswered
phone calls. too little contact in formation
on file and time shonages. Perry said he
had a surplus of employees in the beginning and not enough in the end.
" It's tough to stay in touch with alumni.

especially in the firM 10 years," Perry said.
"We calc:ulated th.'lt an alumnus moves
every seven seconds. We still try and call
every alumnus we have a good numbccon,"
A new system has been planned for this
year's Phon-a-thon. An automated computer system will allow more calls to hi! made
in a shorter period of time.
"Going automated will help in correcting
some of the human crrC.lrs," Ashley Toney,
coordinator of telemarketing, said.
'

More swdents with telemarkding experience al.;o nrc being hired in an effort to
increase calls and the :-.uccess of the Phona·thons.
"We're hiring more qu<~lilied sllldents,
and we're also ending calling sooner in the
year, shnnly after Spring Break, to prevent
a drop· off in employees," Toney said.
The Phon-a·thon employees began 1heir
calls la~t Mondav and wi ll continue until
after Spring Break.

Possible widening of highway through Land Between the Lakes upsets .environmentalists
by Tim Siniard

sity professor who lives near LBL.
!>hall and Callo'>'-ay counties.
"We need to preserve our special places,
"I' m all for it," Butler said. " It will help
and if you solve problems by mcreasmg lraf- tourism and indu<>trial prospects."
fic, then we will need to pave over the whole
Trnffic along the highway is expected to
increase when Interstate 69, which will
world," Yambert said.
Yambert also saiu the four lanes of lnlflic stretch from Canada to Texas and include
will affect deer migration withm the park.
portions of the Purchase Parkway, is comSuggestions have been made to assemble pleted.
fences on ei1her s1de of the highway to pre"Wiuening the highway will increase trafvent deer from colliding with uutomobJies. fic from 18,000 to 30,000 cars a day when IIn addition, underpasses or overpa!>ses 69 is completed," Butler said.
Butler said the current two-lane highway
enabling deer to m1grate to the opposite side ·
of the highwny have been proposed but are ss often backed up with cars Juring the
expected to be expensive to construct.
tourist season and needs to be made safer
''I'm not sure the animals will use them," und easier to navigate when 1-69 is l'ompletYambert said
ed.
Btll Butler, president of the Marshall
Butler said the project will be a "win·win
County Chamber of Commerce, said widen- situation."
ing U.S. 68/Ky. 80 will be positive for MarStephen White, associate professor of bio-

staff wrilt!r
Visitors who enjoy the pastoral setting at
Land Between the Lakes may not be aware
of the debate concerning the proposed
widening of U.S. 68/Ky. 80 from a two-lane
to a four-lane thoroughfare.
The project's aim to alleviate traffic along
the highway and spur economic development in Marshall and Calloway counties has
been lauded by business owners and other
officials.
The plan is not without critics, however.
"Widening the road is thought to improve
safety, but it won't be safe for animals or
people because drivers w1ll be traveling at
higher speeds on the highway," said Paul
Yamben, a retired Southern Illinois Univer-

logical science at Murray State. said the
undertaking is sure 10 be controversial.
"lr's an ugly issue," White said . "Anytime
you start shoveling dirt at LBL. people get
upset."
·
White said if fences are placed on either
side of the highway. LBL will be broken into
two ponions. preventing nnimal migr..ttion.
''The road wi ll be a signiticant break in the
forest, and we need to s1udy its impact on
wildlife," White said.
White added that fon~·.,t interruption and
soil erosion are issues thnt will have to he
studied.
He said society approves of road construction but may not fully apprcct.ttc the hard·
ship roads can cause to animal populations.
" If we wanted to huild road~ .md understood their tmpact, we wouh.l not bui ld

them," White saill.
Howe\er. business owners near LBI. look
forward to the benefits the four-lane highway wtll bring.
··we nrc hoping to pick up more business," saiu David Tamqw::.ki, owner of Ken
Oak Resort on U.S. 68 in Aurora.
Tarnowski, .,..ho hns owned Ken Oak
Resort for two·und·n·hulf ye<trs. satd visitors
to his recreational park are attracted by the
li~hing. hunting and boating .tctivities his
resort offers, and he hopes to incren~e bu~i
ncss with th~ travel convcnier11.:e the widening of U.S. 68/Ky. 80 will provide.
"We hope to h:1~e more transients who
will choose to spend the night," Tarnowski
said.
Yambert l'nid, however, that the issue is
still up for debate.
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Everyday
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Live sat. Night
Blue Space
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216 N.
15th St.
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this \Veek
•friday
•Drop/Audit - Last
day to drop or audit a
first-half -semester
class without penalty.
Call Racer-Touch, 5
a.m. to 4:50 p.m., to
drop a class; obtain a
permission form to
change from credit to
audit.
•Testing - CLEP testing, 8 a.m., Ordway
Hall room 206.
•Cinema International - "Pollock,"
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.

•saturday
•Run for Freedom
5K run/fitness walk
and half-mile youth
run, 8 a.m., begins at
Murray State gate at
the intersection of
15th
and
Olive
streets. Advance registration, $15; raceday registration, $20:
youth run, $5.
•Festival of Champions - High-school
marching-band competition, 9:30 a.m. to
4 p.m., Roy Stewart
Stadium. Preliminary
or final event ticket:
$6 adult, $4 student
or child; combination
ticket to both events:
$ 10 adult, $6 student
or child.
•Pick-up
Soccer
Pick-up soccer game,
I p.m., Hamilton
Field.
•Cinema International - "Pollock,"
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.

•Biblt- Study - Chi
Alpha, 9:15 a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterwards.
•Bible Study - University Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.

contributing \HiLer
Spanish culture filtered into
Murray Tuesday night at local
restaurants Fifteenth & Olive
and Gloria's World Village.
Authenticity was evident during
the International Spain Night.
From Span1sh dishes to flamenco dancing lessons, an intermingling of cultures created an
evening of entertainment and
learning for the public.
Preparations for the event
began last summer, when one
Spanish student's dream became
a reality.
Susan Kimmel, irregular student from Murray. formed the
idea while learmng about Spain
in class. She said the interest
consumed her as she sat outside
Fifteenth & Olive daydreaming.
Fascinated by the culture,
Kimmel approached the Foreign
Language Club with her vision
of a Spanish night on campus.
Coincidentally. the club had
been looking for an event to
sponsor in September.
"It was a great idea from the
start," Michelle Barber, president of the Foreign Language
Club, said. "It's really great to
have a breath of fresh air like
Susan coming up with the idea
on her own."
Kimmel found sponsors in the
Foreign Language Club, department of modem language and
Institution for International
Studies. Porcign Language Club
members assisted in advertising
the event.
"There has been an overwhelming response on the part of
students. who are excited about
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Karri Wurth/The News

International Spain Night attendees enjoy tbe Latin ambience outside Fifteenth & Olive and Gloria's World Village
after sampling traditional Spanish food. Next month, the event will celebrate Germany's culture and authentic cuisine~
event, International Spain Night
was underway. While dining
inside Fifteenth & Olive. students from Murray High School
sang Spanish music. accompanied by a dn1mmer and guitarist.
Preceding lhe live music,
Kimmel and Murray High ~tu 
dents read Spanish poetry.
Translations into English were
made for those audience mem-

maybe
Rodent pcsls
Helps a hood
Bullring
Hit-or-miss
Most trite
Has a birthday
Be there
Stiletto or dagger
Cirde section
NBA team
Wem by
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Old name of
Tokyo '
Open to all
One of David'~>
songs
Spots on TV
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bcrs not familiar with the Spanish language.
"I think the (whole event) has
gone very well. I am really
impressed,'' Audrey Ferguson,
Mun·ay High senior, said.
Traditional flamenco dancing
lessons followed the poetry readings. Students and town:.peoplc
spoke Spanish while raising their
hands and stomping their feet.
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WHY AREN'T YOU EATING MORE?
THArs NICE, BUTt
KNOW YOU'RE JUST
SAYING THAT.

JUSTIN YOUNG AND DAVID ROTHWELL

NO. HE'S NOT. HE GOT kiCKED OFF
THE CAMPUS SUICIDE HOn.INE
BECAUSE HE TOLD TWO GIRLS
THEIR UNHEALTHY GIRTH WAS THE
REASON THE UNIVERSilY HAD TO
RAISE SODA PRICES ON CAMPUS.

8€ ItO MANTI (
8 € ~ON\ANT! C

ee

The Weekly Crossword

host future international events
once a month, with hopes to promote other countries. Germany
will be October's featured country, with the famous Oktoberfcst
as a theme.
"The event has helped me
meet so many people," Kimmel
said. "Everyone has worked so
incredibly well together. My
dream has come true."

ISn't

50

•wednesday
•SGA- Student Government Association
senate meeting. 5
p.m., Curris Center
Barkley
Room.
Everyone is invited.
•Rotaract
Club
Meeting, 7 p.m.• Gloria's World Restaurant.

Kimmel demonstrated the popular Spanish dance in an authentic, handmade outfit from Spain.
The evening concluded with
Brent Webster, senior from
Louisville. playtng Spanish guitar music. A crowd surrounded
the guitarist as the soft, Spanish
music filled the air.
Fifteenth & Olive and Gloria's
World Village owners agreed to

DOWN
I

8

•tuesday
•CAB
Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Tennessee Room. Everyone is welcome.
•Recital - Guest artist
and faculty recital
with flutist Stephanie
Rea nnd pianist Alan
Huckleberry, 8 p.m.,
Performing Arts Hall . .
Free admission.

coming," Mica Howe. professor
of Spanish and sponsor of the
Foreign Language Club, said ,
"It's great to have an opportunity to provide so much culture.
The University has come togeth·
cr with the community for this
cultutal event. I can't imagine an
event that has been able to combine all those elements."
Kimmel spoke with Fifteenth
& Olive and Gloria's World Village owners about co-hosting the
event. The restaurant owners
readily agreed to unite and cook
the exotic dishes for" A Taste of
Spain."
"I've cooked all day," Lisa Lo
Piccolo, Fifteenth & Olive chef.
said. " I have teamed some things
from the new dishes I cooked."
A large buffet table displayed
the Spanish hors d'oeuvres. Each
restaurant used two authentic
recipes to prepare a famous
squid dish, salad, tortilla'> and
grilled bread with tomato. Nonalcoholic beverages and Spanish
sausage were on the menu as
well.
"I have a love for food from
all over the world," Gloria
Shaull, owner of Gloria's World
Village, said.
Shaull said the "Taste of
Spain" was another display of
her adoration for her job. At a
young age, she had a vision of
many nicely dressed peopfe, all
of different races, needing her to
feed them. The image never left
her, and Shaull's strong desire
for people to unjte in the world
was renected in her enthusiasm
during the event.
With elegant dinner tables set
up in front of the restaurants and
a clear sky to complement the

by Kristen Watson

31
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9

Students receive taste of Spain

15

•sunday

college life editor: Kyser Lough
assistant college life editor. Erin Richartlo;
phone: 762-·1480
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•thursday
•Cinema International - "East-West,"
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.

\

arts & ent

10
• music

by Kyser Lough

1. Dixie Chicks - "Home"
2. Eminem - 'The Eminem
Show"
3. Avril Lavigne - "Let's Go"
4. Nelly - "Nellyville"
5. Coldplay - "A Rush of
Blood to the Head"
Source: Associated Press

•movies
1. Swimfan
Starring Jesse Bradford
2. Big Fat Greek Wedding
Starring Joey Fatone and
Andrea Martin
3. City by the Sea
Starring Robert De Niro
4. Signs
Starring Mel Gibson

college life editor
Murray will get a taste of several big-time
Christian bands Thursday when Festival Con
Dios c omes to town.
The festival, now in its second year at Murray, will feature 12 nationally known Christ·
ian bands. games, extreme motorcycle stunts
and two speakers.
Artists included in the festival include
Audio Adrenaline, Toby Mac, Mercy Me and
Out of Eden. The festival will be hosted by
Christian comedian Bob Smiley.
Four games will be set up within the festival
area during the event. Sean Bunnaway, owner
of Kentucky Lake Productions. the company
which booked the tour, said the games would
be better characterized as attractions. The ftrst
is n giant, inflatable laser-tag arena in the
shape of a spaceship. Other games include
inflatable jousting, inflatable sumo wrestling
and a foam-padded bull-riding game.
Bunnaway said the motorcycle stunts will
be performed by Robbie Mcquary, a national·
ly recognized stunt man.

explorekentuckylake.com

A scene from Festival Con Dios in May
shows what will be returning Thursday.
"This guy is topnotch and in the top 25 in
the country," Bunnaway said. " Last year it
(the stunts) was really cool."
Also appearing during the evening will be
two speakers from the Luis Palau Evangelistic
Association.
The festival visited Murray for the first time
earlier this year in late May.

" It was after Murray St<~te had gotten out."
Bunnaway said. ''T hat's why we scheduled
this festival in the full."
Bunnaway also satd the Thursday. time was
set so as to not interfere with high-school or
college fO(ltball games. Atll:ndance at the festival last year was approximately 3.000 people, and Bunnaway said he expects Thursday's attendance to meet that number.
The fc,tnal will take place on the ml{th side
of the Stewart ~tadium parking lot. opposite
freshmen parking.
"The enure fe,tival area is about thl' size of
a football field,'' Bunnaway said.
Bunnaway also said the :-ound system is
stare-of-the-an.
"The sound system is so powerful that you
will be able to he:u· it all over campus," Bunn·
.away said. "Last year the windows in the
Cracker Barrel were rauling.''
Gates will open al 2:30p.m .. with hands hitting the ~tage at around 3:30p.m. The festival
will end ut lO thnt nighL Tickets ure available
at Christian bookstores in we~tcrn Kcntud.:y,
online at festivalcondios .com, by phone at
(800) 791 -3309 and at the gate.

- - - - - - - - - - - -lCD Beviewj- - - - - - - - - - - -

s.xxx

Starring Vin Diesel
Source: Associated Press

DiFranco biings 'so much' to riew album
by Stephen Adams
contrib uting w rite r

'• books
1. Alice Sebold · "The Lovely Bones"
2. J .D. Robb - "Purity in
Death"
3. Tom ~laney - "Red Rabbit"
4. Stephen King and Peter
Straub - "Black House"
5. David Baldacci - "Last
Man Standing"

Finally, Ani DiFranco has
learned how Lo be human.
DiFranco's latest album, "So
Much Shouting,
Much Laughter," brings her to a new level of
maturity and a heightened sense
of humanity.
OK, I know what you are thinking: " Ani DiFranco? Isn' t she the
chick that j ust yells and malebashes all the time?"
Yes, she did. "Did" in the past
tense. While she keeps to her
intense political views, DiFranco
seems to have mod ified her past
" angry fll the world" phase to a
more passive-aggressive stance.
Recorded from various live bar
and club performances, the double album reveals a surprisingly
human sound from DiFranco and
makes one wonder if she has
learned to use her soothing voice
to her advantage.
The live sound comes across
wonderfully and helps the listener
experience the music in a more
communal way. With audience
reaction and lack of studio alter-

So

Source: Associated Press

•website
www.fark.com
Have a taste for odd news?
Fark.com documents almost
every strange news story of the
day and provides a link to the
site. Each story is sorted into a
category. some of which
include "interesting," "stupid"
or "unlikely."

ing, the music speaks on its own
and is not hindered by an overpriced producer sitting behind a
control panel.
DiFranco did not need the studio to balance her music; she used
old-fashioned musicianship something not used often. Taking
that for grnnted is easy, but
should not happen as DiFranco is
a growing musician and refreshing figure for pop culture.
DiFranco calming down does
not mean she has become boring.
however. Her choices are still
bold, but her jazz/rock-influenced
tones bring a new boldness to her
music.
Thal new boldness shines in
DiFranco's 9-11 response track,
"Self-Evident." In the track, she
calls George W . Bush "some
blue-blood royal son I who stole
the Oval Office and that phony
election.... Jeb said he' d deliver
Florida, folks, and boy did he
e ver."
In one of her mellower tracks,
"Shrug," jazz plays with the
lyrics. "When you WilDt it tidy,
tell me I c an you still dispel me I
sweep me neatly under the rug? I
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!iepl:. 301:h i!DDi! •

r sl o:a.;.; M;-.;.;;.; FREE,,

I
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I
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Festival Con Dios returns to town

this week:
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• CUp and give to a friend If you can ~ u•• lt.

Nomination Bracelets-Italian Charm Bracelets

Now Available locally at

Vintage Rose Emporium
Finer Girts and Bridal Registry
Downtown Murray

111 S. Fourth St.
(270)759-21 ()()

Nomination Bracelets are all the rage! Made in Italy of Stainless Steel and 18kt
Gold, these bracelets are sweeping the country and have been featured in the
pages of "In Style" magazine. Collectible, personal, and fun - come see them at
Vintage Rose!

And docs your conscience ever
mention the way that you treat me
I or do you just fend it off with a
shrug?"
But before DiFranco fans run
over to their friends· houses and
bum a copy, they may want to
look into actually buying the
album. The liner notes provide a
great pictorial. inside view of
DiFmnco with her six-piece band,
assembled specifically for her
2000-02 tours.
The combinat ion o f artistic
photography and candid -.hots probably from disposable cameras- give a beautiful balance to
the overall artistic design of the
album's packaging.
DiFranco has grown us a musi cian. On the first track, she even
admits before beginning the song,
" 1 don't know why ... I play
acoustic guitars. I hate that
acoustic-guitar sound." But she
plays it just as well - if not better
- than the e lectric guitar.
"So Much Shouting. So Much
Laughter'' cements DiFranco' <>
place as a thoughtful and thought·
provoking artist. something hard
to find in today' s music industry.

DiFranco' s lyrics - without
male-hashing - reach out It>
women in a way only o woman
can. Her semiautohiographical
lyrics have the ability to make
males think of the opposite sex
from a different perspective.
If you arc a DiFranco fan. this
album is a must for your collection. Novices, however. may want
to srunple u few tracks before
huying. DiFrnnco - admittedly
and proudly - has a sound different from most of today' s popular
musicians.
Rating: 8 fo r m a les, B+ for
fema les.

road tril)
So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
donn room. DGn't let your
weekend suffer. Al l you need
is sem i-reliabl e transportation. gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated wilJ to have a
good time ...

• around town
Murray • The 25th annual Festival
of Champions high-school man:hing-hand competition will be held
Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Various high-~chool bands from
around the region will compete, and
the Racer Hand will perfom1 twice
during the night. The first b~md tuke:;
the. lield at 9:30 a.m. Tickl•ts are $6,

• t hour drive
Paduca h ~ Anyone who is a motorcycle huff won' t want to miss out on
the sixth annual Paducah Harley
Owners Group Fall Bike Show Saturday. There will be nine Harley
classes aud seven open clas-;es with
first and :-econd place awards for
each class. Other highlights of the
show will include food, music and
vcndors.The show is free and starts
at 9 a.m.

• 2 hour drive
Nashville - For those who arc still
young-at-heart, catch Spongcbob
Squarep<~nts live nt the Old l lickory
Mall tomorrow. A live version of
the popular N1ckelodeon show's
star will be available from II a.m.
to 2 p.m . Pictures with Spongebob
are $2. or free if a camcm is supplied. Spongchob will he located
inside the mall ncar Belk.

•

hour drive

Memphis - The Annual Mid-South
Fair kicks off tonight at the MidSouth Fairgrounds. The fair. a popular event, features tons of rides,
food, contests and concerts. Artists
lo appear nt the fair include Kenny
Wayne Shepherd, Dr. /..arr's Amazing Funk Monster and the 0' Jays.
Also appearing nt the fair is illusionist Franz Harary. Tickets are $5
for adults or $ 15 for nn all-week
wristband: For more informntion
on tht• fak, visil www.midsouth·
fair.com
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Mr. MSU showcases unique.talents
by Erin Richards
assistam <:Ollege life editor
Right before the winners were announced at the Mr.
MSU Pageant Sept. 13, 12 exuberant, pumped-up fellas
jumped and wiggled backstage, unabashedly dancing to
the blaring funk music entertaining the audience during
the intermission.
"We're going to open the curtain on you guys!'' yelled
Julie Janes. Alpha Omicron Pi philanthropy chair and
head organizer of the pageant, which raises money for
ArthritiS Research.
:vloments later, the men spilled onto the stage, continuing their spontaneous antics to the audience's delight until
the song ended and it was time for them to stand seriously like true, formally attired gentlemen and accept their
awards.
Jeremy Edwards, senior from Eddyville, stepped out of
line last to be crowned Mr. MSU 2002 and join the other
award recipients.
Other award recipients included first nmner-up Stan
Torzewski, senior from Evansville, Ind .. second runnerup and Crowd Appeal winner Dustin Crouch, senior
from Paris. Tenn.; third runner-up Jonathon Sircy. senior
from Gleason, Tenn.; and fourlh runner-up Brandon Powell. senior from Hopkinsville.
In addition, Tony Lucido, junior from Alton, III.. won
the Best Legs competition, while Nick Garvin, senior
from Murray, took home the Mr. Congeniality award.
"I was so shocked -I thought any one of us could have
won:· Edwards said as he noted the vast array of musical
and comedic talent among this year's participant'>.
The "Rock 'n Roses"-themed event encouraged imitations of big-haired '80s rockers. but many men presented
other musical styles, including Christian rock, low-brass
solos and multiple-instrument performances, !'iaid Wendy
Davis, Alpha Omicron Pi president.
"The talents for the last two years have been amazing,''
Davis said. "It makes it so much more enjoyable for the
audience. This year. one guy sang w a barbershop quartet; we hadn't seen that in the past."
Edwards rocked the crowd with his lyrical and instrumental talents in a Christian song called "Always Beautiful'' by Waterdeep. The self-taught guitarist strummed,
sang and played harmonica with percussion and violin
accompaniment.
"I heard this song on a CD about a week before Mr.
MSU, and I JUSt kind of copied it by ear," Edwards said.
"I've only been playing the harmonica for about a year,
and I think all of my accompaniment made (the song)
sound better."
Although Edwards seldom performs in front of large
groups (he said he confines most of his solo work to when
he is in the car or shower), prcshow jitters were not an
issue.
"I wa~n 't really nervous," Edwards said. "Fir.>t of all,
lhe spotlight was so bright you couldn' t even see the audience, and also, you can't be nervous if you 're having
fun."
Janes. senior from Louisville, said ''having fun" typically underscores the entire pageant process for the con·
testanLc;, who she suid are extremely laid-back almost lo
the point of inac:tivity. Applications come in monU1s after

(Above) Edwards stops for a picture before taking
home his award prizes. Edwar~s was one of many
talented performers at this yt'ar's event.
(Right) Wendy Davis, Alpha Omicron Pi president,
crowns Jeremy Edwards, senior from Eddyville,
Mr. MSU 2002 and applies the traditional sash.
deadhnc; contestant11 fail to :;how up on time for practice,
if they remember to come at all .
Janes said ..,he has lO remind herself that although plunning begins in the summer for the event, the show will no1
actlHIIIy take shr1pe un1il a lew days before show time.
"I tried to plan ill advance, but these guys are hctter at
doing this thing last minute.'' she said. "It's so unlike the
Miss MSU pageant where everything is so serious and
structured. I just take a deep brelUh and remind rny!ielf it
wiU all ;."'.llllt'- together in the end - and it ilid."
Jane~ changed the pageant judging criteria slightly this
year by providing each of the three judges - Cathy
Christopher. local physician: Tim Carter, vice president
of institutional aLivanc;emcnl , develt>pment and public
affairs; and Mary Lou y C<lllS, as wei ate professor or edu-

cation - with u structured tally sheet to score the contes·
t:.mts in te1ms of their image. presentation and GPA dur·
ing their interviews pnor lt> the pageant.
Competiti(m guidelines also required a resume and
essay from the contestants. with lhe talent exhibition
being the final determinant.
This year's pageant also wekomed one contestant who
represented a wholly non-Greek orgamzation. Jonathon
Sircy participateLI on behalf of lhe Honors Program <llld
commenteLI on 1the,
gral·iousness and camaraderie amt>ng
11
the partid J>ants1 despite his self-professed "non-Greeki.J
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•~rhc most unnerving thing W<~s not performing. but
more the fact that Llespirc <J few othl'T HPcrs <Honors Pro·
gram members) in the audiem:e or 111 the sorority, I knew
absolutely nDboJy; no other contestant.,, no fraternity

members, nt)body, nobody, nobody," Sircy said.
'Th11ugh few may have known him, rhe crowd erupted
after Sircy played guitar and sang a self-composed Chnstian song that ended with a saxophone solo.
Getting more ''outsiders" involved is a direction Janes
would like Mr. MSU to take. E<.lwards welcomed the
same notion and said given the opportunity, he would not
enter the pagcam again because he wants other people to
be nominated.
..There' s better guys out there that get overlooked
becaw;e they ure not in a fraternity," he said. "lleamed a
lot and made a point to get to know a lot more people.
Other people should get to experience that. too."
Experiences such ns dancing behind the curtain and
acting silly among his fun-loving fellow contestants is
something Edwards said he will never forget.

Friday, September 20
1. Friday Night Live - Swift Rock Band 9 pm @ Sunset Strips.
Admission is free.
2. Cinema International presents- "Pollock" 3rd floor Curris
Center Theatre@ 7:30pm. Admission is free.
3. Calloway County High football vs. Lone Oak 7:30@
Calloway.
4. Owensboro Symphony - Lovett Auditorium @ 8 pm.
Admission free.
5. Channel 99- look for listing of weekend activities 24 hours
per day. Channel 99 is only carried on campus.

Sunday, September 22

1. Music Festival of Champions- @Stewart
2.

3.
4.
5.

1. MSU Women's Soccer vs. Middle Tennessee State@ Cutchin
Field 1pm.
2. Channel 99 - look for listing of weekend activities 24 hours
per day. Channel 99 is only carried on campus.
For information on weekend programs, call 762-5447 or check out the SGA and
Racer Net websites. Sponsored by Coca-Cola.

6.

Stadium. Admission $ 4 students.
Cinema International presents - "Pollock" 3rd
floor Curris Center Theatre@ 7:30pm.
Admission is free.
Saturday Night Live - Riley Armstrong Pop Rock
Band 9 pm @ Sunset Strips. Admission free.
Soccer - Sponsored by Campus Rec. 1 pm@
Hamilton Field. Admission free.
City Wide Yard Sale - Maps of sales available for
$ 1 @_Tourism Commission 759-2199.
~hannel 99 - look for listing of weekend
activities 24 hours per day. Channel 99 is only
carried on campus.
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Ingram Hill, Floord play MSU

photos by Ryan Brooksl7he News

(Above) Floord croons its lyrics while opening for Ingram Hill (right). The free concert was moved al the last minute lo
Lo\·ett Auditorium after storms threatened to ruin the performance originally planned for outside Winslow l>ining Hall.

International students must attend iminigration law meeting
By Taylor Marie Ewing
assistant

Ol'WS

edilor

Because of recent changes in Immigration and Naturalization Services procedures. Murray State's international students are attending a mandatory meeting this
week to Jearn how the new legislation will affect them.
International-student adviser Beth Murphy said the
first meeting wus held Tuesday, and the second will be
held at 4:30 p.m. today in the Curris Center Theater.
She said any international students who did not attend
the first meeting must attend the meeting today.
''(The purpose of the meeting) is to give students a
ba1.ic overview of the changes in immigration law and
INS regulations as a result of9-J 1,"Murphy said. "And
also how the changes will affect policies concerning
international students at Murray Stat<;."
Murphy said familiarizing students w1th the INS's
new computer-based Student Exchange Visitor Information System (SEVIS) was one of the main points of

the meeting.
..SEVIS is going to be replacing the old paper-ba:;ed
system, which was used to tntck international .~Ill
dents," Murphy said. "We nlso talked about how their
lives will be affected by (SEVIS) in tcrnls of employment, schooling, enrollment, how long they can stay (in
the country), how many credit hours they have to carry
and several other derails related to immigration matters."
Murphy' saiu SEVIS monitors international students
in cwry college, vocntional school and university in the
United States. She said every school must have its students registereu by Jan. 30, 2003.
"Basically, if n stuucnt i:> undergoing a change, like a
change in major, going from bachelor's to master's
(degrees·, or nppl)ing for work pcnnits, those students
are on the list we're enrolling in SEVJS now," Murphy
saiu. " In audition, we discussed that, because SEVIS is
a co111puter-baseu system. we have to report changes
online, so it's in~tantaneous, rather than through snail

mail. So the time factor will affect them."
Shamira Gongora, senior from Belize., ~wid although
she doesn't like the ide.a of being tracked, she understands why it's necessary.
''I realize it's necessary right now, :md if it's only
certain information that will he available then I guess
it'!' alright," Gongora snit!. ''Also, 1f the INS knows our
status with the University quicker, it might make traveling eas1er for students.
Murphy said under the new legislation, scrutiny
regarding iutemational studer1ts has ir1crcased.
''The INS, in aduition to the Department of State, will
be auditing Mull'By State and every other school in the
country at some point," Murphy suiu. ''Also, the U.S.
government wants to know morl' information about
linternationnl students) before they even enter country,
from when they first apply for lheir visa."
Murphy said the new INS procedures did not come
about because of Sept. II , although they were inlluenced by it.

Nana's Place

Elect Harris Jones #~
§enator of Business & Public Affairs
Wednesday, §eptember i!S
Curris Center

A loving Oavcare
* 6am·1 am
* 6-IJ Sat. take Drop-Ins
* Higher Scope Curriculum

"(SEVIS) isn't necessarily a direct result of 9·11, as
there was talk about it in 1996," Murphy said. "But it
was shelved then, and after 9-11. it was given a new
name and legislation v.as passed."
Murphy said Murray State's Institute for International Studies has starteu registering students now so that
staff will be familiar with the system by the SEVIScompliancy deadline next year.
"Right now it's difficult because we're learning the
system and running into glitches and bugs," Murphy
said. ''But once it's completely computer-based, it will
be much easier to communicate with the INS."
Murphy said although she thinks there are positive
and negative aspects of the new INS procedures, she
docs not believe it will help to counter terrorism.
"Ninety-eight percent of foreign visitors to the U.S.
are h1;re for tourist or business reasons, and they're noc
being tracked," Murphy said. "So in a sense this is sup·
posed to counter terronsm. but only 2 percent of nonimmigrants in the U.S. are being tracked."

Clo.e to Campu at
804 Coldwater Road

Organ &TISsue
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DONATION

Share your life. Share your decision~
For a free brochure about Organ & Tt55ue
Don.ttmn, call l-800-355-SHARE.

~;;r..
Bring Ad and Waive Registration fee

*large Fenced-In backyard (kids safety)

Make your vote, make the difference!
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Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk.

THIS IS IT!

FINAL 3 DAYS

713 south 12th st. · 753·7113

New & Used Items
• Movies
• Computers

$1 & up
$100-$600

100S
MORE
ITEMS

• Home CD Players $29mz & up
• New Car Audio
• CD's

$89~

& up

$2 & up

• Stereos

• Printers

• Dvd's

•Amps

• Jewelry

• Scanners

Dorm
Refrigerators

VCR's
$199~

& up

·Paducah
Kentucky Oaks Mall Is
excluded from this sale

$4995 & up

$4995 & up
.· -

--~---~.

~~~

-

• Playstation games

• Guitars

• Power tools

• Guns

...___

• Playstation 1 & 2

• Knives

Microwaves

~V'~

-

......

=

::

EVERYTHING MUST GO!

$29rui & up

t :: ~ ::

==::: "! :::

= ==

FOREVER

303 WYATI M ., MAYFIELD, KY • AT. K 233 WEST PARK MALL, CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO • CHESTNUT HILLS
SIC, HWY 641 , MURRAY, KY • REELFOOT SIC 1439 S. 1ST ST., UNION CITY, TN •1245 E. MAIN ST,
UNIVERSITY MALL CARBONDALE IL

Including all furniture, fixtures & equipment.

•
,_9 .. : #5 ..:=::::::t:::... n<t

JaWC:l.G~

Ways to buy: Cash, Check,
Lay·away, American Express,
Visa, Discover, Mastercard, 1
Fmanclng Available

~~~;!~~~These locations are closing their doors ...

-----•Lay-Away Plans Available•-----

-
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Ci -wide yard sale hits
by Kyser Lough
collcgl' life ediwr
Front lawns all over Murray will transform tomorrow into a gigantic yard sale stretching throughout
the city.
The fall city-wide yard sale, sponsored by the
Murray Tourism Commission, gives everyone an
opportunity to sell their stuff on a mass sale.
"It costs $5 to register your sale," Elizabeth
Brown, ~cnior from St. Louis, said. "You give them
your address, and they put all the sales on a shopping
guide."
Brown also said that along with addresses of the
yard sales. part of the map lists some of the items to
be sold at each sale.
"The shopping guide gives the actual addresses
and actual items for sale (at each site)," Tourism
C.'ommision assistant director Kelli Pctcrmeyer said.
"People plan their ·route' and find the places they

want."
Buyers won't be the only ones coming in from
The Tourism Commission will sell the maps to out-of-town, as Petermeyer said that many sellers
shoppers for $1.
bring will be bringing their ~tuff up from locations
''We usually sell over 500 maps.'' Petermeyer said, such ~s Paris, Puryear and even Missouri.
indicating the mass crowds that show up for the
Brown, a self-proclaimed yard-sale junkie, said
event.
she frequented the yard sales
Along with all the homes
for the past two years, but this
listed on the map, smaller '' This is the biggest city-wide will be her first year actually
booths will also be set up at the yard sale in Western Kentucky.' ' hosting a sale.
city park on Arcadia drive.
"This is a good money'"There will be about 20 to 30
maker for college students and
KELU PETERMEYER
booths set up at the park.''
gets rid of all the crap that
Murr.ty Tourism Commission
Petermeyer $aid.
piles up from year to year."
a~sistant director
The sale not only draws buyBrown said.
ers from around Murray, but
Brown also said hosting a
also shoppers from all over the
yard sale is a bit different from
Southeast.
just wandering around and buying stuff and takes a
"Last year we had people from Arkansas," Peter- lot of work.
meyer said. "This is the biggest city-wide yard sale
"You have to price everything, find tables to disin western Kentucky."
play it nil and set it all up,'' Brown said. "I'd rather

Walk promotes fun, fitness
By Vannessa Higgins
nmtributing writer
At 9 a.m. Saturday. the young
and the young at heart will come
together at the Regional Special
Events Center for fun, exercise
und a · worthwhile cause. The
American Heart Walk. sponc;orcd
by the American Heart Association, raio;es money for research to
help prevent heart disease and
strokes.
People partictpate in the f I cart
Walk for a variety of reasons.
Some want to support the cause,
many have lost a loved one to
heart disease and are walking rn
honor of them and others, such as
assistant Racers· basketball coach
Jim Hatfield. are survivors them ·
selves. Not only will Hatfield be
walking in the red-cap survivor
lap on Saturday, but he also is
serving as co-chair of this year's
walk with his wife, Faye Hatlicld.
"I am really excited about the
Heart Walk, and I would love to
see some of the money be uo;ed
locally." Hatfield said.
Three years ago. Hatfield
became aware of a blockage
uround his heart following a

It's

I

Wednesday
Spaghetti !ipecial

s1.99

checkup and had to have a stint
put into a valve of his heart.
La~t year, while at Austin Peay
University for a ball game, he felt
a similar pain in his chest and
learned that the original stint was
blocking the valve itself. Doctors
were unable to free the device, so
he was then transported to Vanderbilt Hospital, where doctors
were successful in removing the
stint. Since then he has had no
more complications.
The stint is one of the many
devices for which the American
Heart Association has helped fund
research.
Hatfield said he is excited about
this year's walk and is looking forward to giving something back to
the American Heart Association.
"It is one of the few fund-raising
events that has a direct impact, so
I would like to have the money
used locally as well as nationally."
Hatfield said.
Hatfield is not the only Murray
State facul(y member involved
with the planning of the local
American Heart Walk. Joyce Gordon. member of the Murray Amer·
ican Heart Association Boa.rd and
associate vice presidenJ for

be out there buying stuff than selling."
Brown said she has found many neat items at past
sales. Her favorite find was a box with a glass from
that had a huge parrot on it. The box cost her 50
cents.
"You p~t a candle inside, close the box and it
lights up the parrot," Brown said. "I mean, come on,
where are you going to find that'?"
Strange items such as the parrot box abound at the
event, with everything from furniture to antiques
being sold.
"There's all kind of weird odds and ends: it's all
about potential.'' Brown said.
The city-wide yard sale kicks off at 7 a.m. and will
end at 3 p.m. The maps will be sold at the Murray
Tourism Commission today from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. and Saturday from 6 a.m. to noon.
The Tourism Commission is located in front of
Wai-Mart at 805 North 12th Street. Por more information on the sale, phone 753-517 J.

Newman House hosts
Catholic student retreat

Human Resources, also spent
numerous hours organizing and
promoting the event.
"We are working hard to
encourage more Murray State participants from students, faculty
and staff." Gordon said.
Numerous ' teams have already
been raising money for months.
including teams from residential
colleges and various Greek organizations. There also is a team of
faculty members named "Gordon's Go-Getters~· after Joyce
Gordon herself.
Gordon said there nre a variety
of reasons why people might want
to wander from the confinement
of their room and join the festivities.
One of those is the satisfaction
of knowing you can help save
lives by raising funds to aid preventive research.
Hatfield encouraged everyone
to join him and his wife as they
give baclc to an organization that
has proven tQ be a large part of
their lives.
Cardiovascular disease is America's No. I killer, but the opportunity is there to help change that.
Walk!

by Lauren Drake
contributing writer
Every year, the Kentucky Catholic Student Coalition (KCSC) sponsors a retreat for Catholic college
students across the state. This year the event is
being hosted by the Murray Newman House, part of
the Catholic outr~acb program on college campuses throughout the nation.
Morehead State University, the original host for
the retreat this year, declined when construction
conflicts arose. Newman House members volunteered and stepped in at the last minute. The retreat,
which will run today and Saturday, is prepared by
students and clergy alike.
Newman House President Mary Kathryn Cash
said the KCSC retreat is an opportunity for all
Catholic students to meet together. In a region
where Catholicism is a minority, the KCSC retreat
gives students the chance to meet others in a social
and rcla:tted environment.
"Basically. it is a chance for us to reaffirm our
beliefs and meet other Catholics in a fun, social situation while still focusing our attention on God,"
Cash said.

Cash also said the Newman House hosted the
KCSC retreat a few years ago and wa"i very successful.
"The Newman House at Murray has the reputation for hosting some of the most enjoyable retreats
yet,'' Cash said.
Sydney Ballard. freshman from Owensboro,
plans to attend this year's retreat.
''The students here at the Newman House are
very excited and anxious for the retreat to begin.''
Ballard said. "Even though this is the first retreat I
will be attending. I have heard so many positive
things from other students. I can't wait to have a
weekend· where I can get away from campus life
and spend time with fellow Catholics."
Cash said the entire retreat is a student-organized
event. From scheduled prayer sessions to student
mass to discussion groups. students have the opportunity to re-examine and confirm their faith through
self-examination and togetherness.
Even though the retreat will have a spiritual
focus. fun activities are planned for students so they
can make Catholic acquaintances across the region.
For more information. contact the Newman
Houseal 753-1391.

B~~k.!
- - SPAGHETTI-with Meal Sauce or Marinara Sauce
- - - $ 1 .9 9 - - -

DINNER SALAD- $1.19
Lunch & Dinner- 11 a.m.- 9 p.m.
SOFT DRINK - $0.79

,C:::;:s'. Papliai'S Pizza

970

753-2978

HWY. 893 West
Hazel, KY 42049
BUS: 270·492-6144
Larry & Lynda Ward
FAX: 270-492-6248
www.stateUnewesternworld.com
Barry Ward

Tuesday - Friday
10:00 am-2:00 pm
5:00 pm-8:00 pm

great band.

Daily Lunch
Specials

great people.

real. great. church.
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New&
Used Books!
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LARGE SELECTION OF MAGAZINES
AND COMICS
• Sci-8
• Puzzle books
• Astrology
Street Journal • Special orders available •

-------------------------•Bring in coupon
&: get 1 0°/o off. •

sports

sports edJtor: Chris jung
p h one: 762··4468

b y Chris jung
SJX>rts editor
Maybe the Murray State football
team should consider playing a game

every other week.
After a two-week hiatus following itc;
season-opening loss to Memphis, the
Racers ( 1-1) won their fir..t game of the
year Saturday 42-24 over Southern Illinois.
MSU turned loose the offense it
lacked at the Liberty Bowl and relied
on senior running back Billy Blanchard
and junior wide receiver Deandre
Green for production. Blanchard scored
three touchdowns, gaining 165 yards on
the ground on 23 canics, Green made it
into the end zone twice. catching seven
passes for 100 yards.
''I'm still not convinced we're a good
passing football team," !lead Coach Joe
Pannunzio said. "We can run the football right now, but we're going to have
to be able to throw it so people will play
us honest."
The Racers got behind early when
Jenny Hahn/The News
the Salukis went 80 yards in three Murray State senior running back Billy Blanchard fights off a tackle and steps into the end zone for the
plays. Down 6-0. MSU responded three Racers' first score. Blanchard, who was named OVC Player of the Wt'ek. carried the ball 23 times for 165
minutes later as Blanchard scored his
first touchdown with a run to the right rushing yards and three touchdown ~ in the Racers' 42-24 victory over the Southern Illinois Salukis.
side, making the score 7-6.
Sophomore running back Ron Lane us on dclense arc commg lrom m1ssed chard was recogmzcd as the Ohio Val- much.''
Senior punter Bri:m Bive.m. hroke his
capped off the ftrst half, scoring a tackles," Pannunzio said. "On severdl ley Conference Player of the Week.
following the team's fust victory, own school record for punt avt~r.1ge in a
touchdown with 4: 19 remaining in the plays, we had guys where we needed
however, Pannun7jo was forced to pun- game in Saturday's contest. Bivens
second quarter. The Racers scored 28 them, and we just missed tockles."
Despite the setbacks on defense, ish seveml team members as a result of punted the hall three times with an averunanswered points and took a 22-point
Blanchard would carry the load once inappropri<tte behavior throughout the age of 55.3 yanis per kick. Bivens'
lead into the locker room at halftime.
"There were some positive things again, scoring his second and third game. MSU was penalized 19 times for longest punt went 74 y..trd<;.
1l1e Racers play ngain at 6:30 p.m.
and some negative things, and I really touchdowns in the founh quarter, 161 yards; most of the calls were for
Saturday at lllinob State. ·me Redbirds
unsportsmanlike conduct
don't know how good of a football putting the game away for MSU.
"We disciplined some kids for t.hat, arc coached by fonner Racer Head
"Going into the game, we felt like it
team we are right now," Pannunzio
said. •·1 am excited bec.1use J think we was going to·bc physical and that we'd and its something we're not proud of," Coach Denver Johnson.
"Coach Johnson docs a great job with
have a chance to become a pretty good be able to run the foothall on them," Pannunzio said. "We knew it was going
. Pannunzio said. "He's (Blanchard) to be a physical football gume, so our his kids, and they're hettcr now Lhan
football team."
The second half started out much like probably as good ao; there is anywhere kids approached it in that manner. they were when we played them la~>t
There's a right way to do it and a wrong year," Pannun1jo said. ''They have a litthe ftrst for both teams. StU scored I t- in our league.''
For the game, tllc Racers carried the way to do it, and m; a coach, we try to tle more s~t'd, and I think they seem
straight points, cutting the lead to 28-17
ball 54 times and picked up 364 rushing push our playe~ to the edge, and more settled with their quarterback.
at the end of three quarters.
''The main breakdowns right now for yards. As a rco;ull of his effort-;, Blan- maybe we pushed them a little too This will be a very good test for us."

Pete Sampra~· amazing run at this year's U.S.
Open only further cemented his c laim to the title of
"Greatest Tennjs Player of All Time."
Having ~urpassed the previous grand-slam
records of such names as Roy Emerson, Bjorn Borg
an<.l Rod Laver, Sampras earned the right to be
called the greatest tennis player. But the fact that he
did it with men such as Andre Agassi. Lleyton
Hewitt, Marat Safin and Andy Roddick nipping at
his heels says a great deal about this champion.
Sampras. who at 30 years old clearly has his best
years behind him, was a long shot at best for another grand s lam.
Only the fiery Jimmy Connors, who made an
amazing semifinal run at the 1991 U.S. Open at the
ripe old age of 39, had ever attempted such a feat.
But that was a decade ago. T he men's tour has
become a virtual feeding frenzy for young upstarts
hungry to make a name for themselves by defeating
the great champions.
And that is what Pete Sampras had to overcome.
He was no longer the u ntouchable Pistol Pete. He
had lost something. He still had the game, the mind
and the will to win, but the fear factor was gone.
In tennis, confidence is everything. And there's
no confidence boost like knowing the other guys
fear you. Pete Sampras. in his prime, would step
onto a court with the advantage because, in his
m ind. he was saying, "OK, l'm Pete Sampras, and
you're not. You· re going to have to play your 'A'
game if you wrult to take this match ." But this time
it was different; the young guys were eager to see
if they could topple the giant.
Long gone were the days when Sampras would
stride confidently onto the hallowed grass of Center Court at the All-England Lawn Tennis Club
where he won a record seven
titles. Gone, too, were the
days when he was a heavy
favorite at every tournament
he entered. A nd certai nly
gone were the days when
Sampras was given a No. l
seed at tou rnaments, making
it a bit easier to make his way
through the gauntlet that is an
ATP tour draw.
Here he was, an old man
by tennis standards, trying to
prove himself amid talk of
retirement. W ith younger,
stronger, harder-hitting men
in contention for titles, Sampras knew he wasn't going to
SEVERO
have an easy time.
AVII;A
But champions are born.
not made, and Pete Samp ras
"Sampras,
was born to dominate with his
who at 30
big serve and steely nerves.
So as Sampras walked into
years old
Arthur Ashe Stadium for his
clearly has
final against the incomparahis best years ble Andre Agassi, he knew
the odds were stac ked against
behind him,
him. But he wanted to win
that day. That is the sign of a
was a long
true champion - when you
shot at best
can raise the level of your
for another
game in the most desperate of
circumstances.
grand s lam."
Sampras pounded serve
after serve, ace after ace. He
volleyed just as well as he did when be was 25. His
forehands were crisp and punishing. It seemed as if
his legs had an infinite supply of energy as he ran
down Agassi's laser-like ground strokes.
The first and second sets were vintage Sampras:
dominate ea rly in the point, and give your opponent
no chance to get confident. In the third set. however, Agassi, who also is over 30 years old, found his
form und played Sampras like a puppet from side to
side. Sampras couldn't keep up in the third set.
Then the fourth set started. Sampras knew he
couldn't go a fifth set with Agassi. No one can,
really. So he brought out his best serves and his
biggest ground strokes. His shots clipped the lines.
and Agassi could not find an answer.
In the end, it was only fitting the two champions
emhrace at the net. They were, and still are, the
champions of an entire generation o f American tennis fans. But one had to win that day, and Agassi
stepped aside for his o]d friend to take the spotlight.
As Pete Sampras hoisted the silver cu p, the most
coveted of tennis hardware. and basked in the adulation of the New York City crowd. he knew, as we
all did. that he had made history.
'
He earned his 14th Grand-Slam title and the right
to be called The Great Pete Sampras.
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One of the greatest football players in National
Footbaii ,League history visited Murray State lust
weekend, delivering n message of obedience,
purity and sacrifice -but not football.
Reggie White participated in 13 consecutive
Pro-Bowls. i:. the all-time leader in sacks and led
the Green Bay Packers to a S u per Bowl victory in
1997 as a defensive end. But White docs not want
to talk about all that now. In fact, White said his
status as a football player has heen a hindrance.
"Football has been my Achilles' heel," White
said Saturday to the 2,000 people in the Regional
Special Events Center. "I don't want people to listen to me because I'm Reggie White."
The crowd, consisting mostly of church youth
groups and community members, gathered after
the football home opener against Southern Illinois
University. The event was originally supposed to
be held at Stewart Stadium. but was moved .
because of weather conditions.
"We had planned on having it o utside. but obviously the weather didn't cooperate," said Dave
Winder. d irector of marketing and promotions for
Murray S tate athletics. " I think the attendance
probably would have been better."
Ryan Brooks/The News
Many in attendance carried jerseys. trading
cards and pictures of White with them to be auto- Former NFL star Reggie White holds his Bible up to a crowd of about 2,000 people at the
graphed, although White refused to sign anything Regional Special Events Center. White came to Murray on behalf of The Firm Foundation.
or have pictures taken with the fans.
"God has commanded me to stan teaching hi~
R.V. Brown, chaplain for the Tampa Bay Buc"People want to get my name on a piece of
caneers. followed White's speech with a prayer
paper instead of hear the word of God," White word and stop giving my opinion," White said.
White l-aid he has faced difficulties getting his und call to action. Brown spoke after a Murray
said. He was reluctant to discuss his football
message across to people because his name gets State basketball game in January, and his mes~age
career.
is similar to White's. Brown said White's celebri"The profession · of football has rohbcd me of in the way.
"That's been the Achilles' heel for me and for ty status draws people in to hear the mcs~age.
some personal precious Lime with my family.''
..What he did tonight is he deleted himself and
White said. " I identiJied myself as a football play- many others who have a name that preach the
er when I should have identified myself as a go~pel," White said. "lf you look at the Bible, talked ubout the Lord and what God is doing,''
man's name was never elevated above God's Brown said. " He. wants to come off that platform.
father and husband."
That's going to be hard to do, because that' s your
White's appearance in Murray was coordinated word."
name."
Senior
Megan
Cain
was
one
of
three
students
by the Firm Foundation of Trace Creek Baptist
Brown said people huve to develop a relationChurch in Mayfield. Chad Lamb, from the Firm who sang before White spoke. A member of the
Foundation, suid the foundation has been working Baptist Student Union's group Acquire, Cain said ship with Christ and realize that character does
she was glad to hear White speak at Murray State. count.
with Murray State for two years.
"It just shows that we don't have to have a
"We.' ve got to start with your gencr.ttion,"
"The more things we can do for the communi ·
church building to worship God." Cain said.
Brown said.
ty, the better,'' Lamb said.
Cain and group members Rebecca Garmon and
White spoke to the Racer~ before the gume and
White spoke to the group ubout his faith in God
David
Waters
practiced
several
times
in
preparaled
a prayer for 1hc team.
and what it takes to serve God, and he encouraged
"They had a good game," said White. ''I
listeners to Jearn and study the Bible themselves. tion for the event.
" I think it's wonderfullhat he came.'' Cam said. thought the tenm played really well . They were
He warned them that the word of God is not com"It was very powerful."
fired up."
fortable .
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by Amanda Lee
assistant .sports editor
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Men's Football
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Reggie White s4afes views at RSEC

Severo A vi/a is the opinion editor jQr "The Murray
State News. "
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Racers chalk up first win

Pistol Pete
still smokes
on the court
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SLMO
Tcnnessce-Martin
Murray St.:1te
East!.'m K!.'ntucky
Tennessee StJtc
Tennessee Tech
E,1stern Illinois

..

Overall
2-1
2-1

1·1
1·2
1-2

1·2
0·2

Tennessee Tech
SEMO
Tcnntossee-Martin
MurrJy State
Eastern Illinois
Morehead State
At1stin Peay

.,
I

Overall
5-1-1
-l-2-0
3-2-0
3-3·0
2·3-l

1-4-0
0-3-1

ovc Overall
UT-Martin

2·0

6-3

Tennc~see

1-0
1-1
1-1

4-7
3-7

Tech
Morehead State
Eastern Kentucky
Eastern Illinois
SEMO
Austin Pcay
Tennc.c,sl't! State
Murray State

0·0

2·6
5·6

0-0
1·5
0·2

5-7
3·7
5-6
1-7

o-o

Mm

Greek
~Qmm

Elizabeth
Richmond
Clark

1-0
1-0
1·0

llart
Richmond
Regents

Hester

0·0

Clark

1·0
1-11
10
1·0

l~cgents

0·0
0· 1
0· 1
0-1

lk-.ter
White
Springer
:Ciizab!.'th

0-1
0·1
0-1

White
Franklin
Hart

Intramural Softball
Standings

(). ]

Intramural Softball
Standilgs

League~

SQrority
1-0
BSU
Alpha Omicron Pi
1·0
Alpha Gamma Delta 1-0
Charley'l' Angels
0·1
VixL•n5
0-1
Sigma Sigma Sigma 0 -1
;\lpha SigmJ Alph.l 0-{)

Fraternity

no .~ami!$ played as cif pn'Ss time
All games arc played on Monday and Wednesday nights .1t
Murray·Calloway Pork.
(ltJtramttral Golf Clwmpion:
Lambda Clti Alplut)

..

'

'

.
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Blanchard earns Ohio Valley
Conference Player of the Week

The MSU men's golf team competed
in their first tournament of the season
Sept. 8-10 in Cape Girardeau, Mo. We
finished fifth in a strong field of 12
teams. The Racers were just 10 strokes
behind the winning score of 852 by
Eastern Illinois.
I was really pleased with the way our
team played throughout the tournament. We are led by our outstanding
senior Brandon Henson, former Ohio
Valley Conference champion. Brandon
is one of the best players in the OVC
and will have an excellent chance of
winning the OVC title again. We need
his leadership this year, as we have an
extremely young bu t ta lented team. I
look for sophomore Blake Darnell to
also have a good year. Blake played
very well as a freshman, finishing 12th
in the OVC Championship. Other
strong perfor mances should come from
freshmen Jamie Frazier, Kyle Shirley,
Will Cox, Josh Rjlodes, Jay Cooper and
Josh Vasilko, a junior-college transfer.
Our team resu lts at SEMO showed
that we should have a very balanced
squad, as all our players shot between
215 and 220, led by Henson. MSU was
the only team to have each golfer shoot
75 or under each day.
We are looking forward to our next
tournament Sept. 27-28 at the EKU
Colonel Classic in Richmond. 1 believe
by the end of the year, ·the Racers will
have the talent and desire necessary for
the OVC Championship competition in
Paducah.
Take care,

ovc Action

Senior tailback Billy Blanchard came off
a 42·24 Racer victory over Southern Illinois University Saturday to be named
Ohio Valley Conference Offensive Player
of the Week.
Blanchard carried the baU 23 times for
165 yards and three touchdowns in Murray State's home opener.
. Blanchard's performance helped the
Racers gain 344 yards on the ground and
raised their record to 1-1 for the year.
MSU is in action again tomorrow at 6:30
p.m. at Jllinois State.

AJp•llciiiiRSt. 36
EIW28

Soccer loses at UT-Martin's
Skyhawk Invitational tourney

.-....a31
TSU28

F.........

s.pt. J4
~St.63

EIU 13

E. ........ 35
SEIIO 32

MSU42
SIU24

The soccer team was unable to pull out

nu13
UTC3

a victory last weekend at the Skyhawk
Invitational in Martin, Tenn.

The team was defeated by Arkansas·
Little Rock 2-1 Sept. 13 and th~ fell 2-1
against Stephen F. Austin on Sunday.
Neither MSU nor UALR were able to
score in the first half, although both
teams had five shots. In the second half,
how'ever, PALR scored in the 55th and
Ryan Brooks/The News
77th minutes to give the team a 2-0 lead Murray State senior running back Garner Byars fights off a tackle during a run
over the Racers.
toward tbe end zone. Byars carried the ball 12 times and gained 43 rushing yards in
MSU's sophomore forwa rd Theresa the Racers' win over SIU. MSU beads to Illinois State Saturday for a 6:30p.m. game.
Reedy was able to head a ball in the goal
with less than a minute in the game' to
raise the final score to 2-l. The goal was
Reedy's fourth of the season, assisted by Men's, women's cross country Defending OVC champs play in
junior midfielder Emily Schaller.
tournament with region's best
. MSU had a chance to tie the game teams win :MSU Invitational
The women's cross country team
The women's tennis team participated
when UALR's top scorer received a yellow card, b ut the Racers were unable to defeated the University of Memphis nt in the Missouri Four-Way Tournament
convert the shot into a game-tying goal the MSU Invitational Saturday with il in an effort to become more competitive.
The defending Ohio Valley Conferas UALR's goalie made one of her seven combined time of 64:48.8 over Memphis'
saves in the game. The victory kept combined time of 66:08.7. The meet was ence champions won nine matches in
U ALR undefeated, putting the team at 4- held at the West Kentucky Expo Center. the indoor competition, which features
Freshman Lauren Wilson led the Rac- some of the region's top teams.
0 for the season.
ers
on the two-mile course, finishing
Head Coach Connie Keasling said she
The Racers continued tournament
third
of
19
runners
with
a
time
of
12:30.
hopes
the chaUenge of playing teams
play against Stephen F. Austin, falling 2Wilson
was
followed
by
freshmen
runsuch
as
lllinois State, Southern illinois
1 for an overall record of 3-3.
and
Missouri
will result in a more comSchaller scored her first goal of the sea- ners Heather Vincent (12:39) and Megan
petitive team. Several players the team •
son, the first goal of the game and the Walker-Richard (12:55).
The men's team also defeated Mem- faced are nationally ranked.
only goal for the Racers against SPA
Leading the Racers in singles play
after a scoreless 75 minutes. Just minutes phis with a combined time of 107:46.7 on
later, however, SPA gained two goals in the four-mile course. Memphis had a were seniors Cheryl Graham and
Annette Steen. Both won two of three
combined time of 112:36.5.
94 seconds.
t
Senior Ryan Davis finished first with a matches, as did the doubles team of
Although the Racers were unable to
outscore SFA, the team managed to out- time of 21:00. Immediately behind Davis Steen and sophomore Jennifer Ward .
shoot its opponents 10-6 in the second were sophomores Tim Bradley (21:23)
and Brandon Lancaster (21 :29) and
half.
MSU will continue its season in at junior Jeremy Burkeen (21 :38).
.Murray State wiU .travel to Nashville
home-game Sunday against Middle Tennessee State University. The game will this weekend to compete in the Vander- Sports Briefly is- compiled by Amanda Lee,
bilt Invitational on Saturday.
assistant sports editor.
begin at 1 p.m. at Cutchin Field.

SoCcwSares
s.pt. J3
UAI.Jt2
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SWM02

EIU1
SEM02
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nu2
csu 1
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UTM 1

.......... 4

APSU 1

s.pt. JS
Air Force 4
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EIU3
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New & Used Compact Discs

Brandon Brady

Michael Mudd

Brent Cole

Jesse Prater

Kevin Lee

Jason Wilson

Car Stereos T o Fit Any Car And
Any Bud ge t - C u s t o m Install a tion.

J~
·~~.
Coupon

-----·

-----

Sunset Boulevard

I
Music I
I

#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone: 753-0113

Ju!it 1 Block from M§U Dorm!i

Si! oo Off Any l\le~
Compact Di&c o
Expire. I 0·14-0i!

I

..

Your

~A...PI£. ~

____ _
0

•

~~

Car Stereo Specialist· CustomInstallation

_____ ..I

·~ Good Tow<V'CB Purchase ~ Regi.W Priced Melthardse <Atio Not Vald In Corrbnation Wlltlhrf Olher Speaals. Dlscoults Of O«ers.

Coupon

Congratulations to our
newly inducted members!
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fallsasOVC
by Seth Conlbs
staff writ~r
Last weekend proved to be a difficult one for
the Murray State volleyball team. The injuryplagued Racers ( t-7. 0-2 OVC) dropped two
Mraight matchc~>. one 3·2 Friday to Eastern Kentucky and the other 3-l Saturday co Morehead
State. The matches were the Racers' tirst Ohio
Valley Conference contel'ts of the season.
The Racers fought hard against HKU on Friday
afternoon despite injuries to a number of starters.
MSU opened by edging the Colonels in the first
game 30-27. EKU stormed bac.k to win the next
two games 31-29 and 30-27, respectively, and
, .closed out with a 15-7 \ ictory in the final game.
With limited reserves - only nine players are
eligible - and players tighting with injury, the
J{acers knew they needed to come out l)nd play
hard. senior Traci Buck said.
"It wt~s a little diM:ouraging bcc<JliSC we played
so hard," Buck said. "We knew we had to keep
our heads up and be really positive and usc that to
our advantage."
Ercshllllln ~ller Nikki Wong recorded 15 kills.
36 assists and 27 digs in her second-consecutive
tripte..Jouhlc. Joining her were freshman outside
hiller Paige Sun with 17 kills and 22 digs nod
senior middle hitter Sara Sch111itl with II kills.
Leading MSU was Lindy Nonhcull with 20
kills and 35 digs against the Colonels Wong also
picked up three blocks while Sun <Uld senior middle hitter Traci Buck pulled out two aces each.
"Jlle atmosphere for the team is tlt.1t everyone
has to pby well if they want to win," Buck said.
''Our mono is 'do your job.' and each of us worries about our own individual job. You know you
have to do your job because, with only nine players, there is no one else to come in."
Head Coach David Schwcpker agreed.
''With only eight out or nine girls playing, the
team can't win if the whole team isn't playmg

well." Schwcpkcr said. "Everyone is absolutely
vital."
Saturday, the Racers fell3-l to Morehead State
(3-7. 1-1 OVC). Murray's senior hitters had a
solid match, but Morehead managed to shut down
Murray's freshman duo of Sun and Wong.
Northcutt and Schmitt finished the match with
I7 kills each, while Buck picked up a career-high
12 kills. Sun and Wong. however, were held to
single digits. Sun finished with seven kills, and
Wong had eight, needing only two more to claim
a third strnight triple-double.
Senior Chrissy Dahhcrt Jed the Racers with 19
digs, followed by Nonhcuu with 18 and Wong
with 15. Rut:k led the team with three blocks

ns

while Sun and Wong recorded two each. Four
Racers - Schmitt. Buck. Northcutt and senior
Eleanor Reed - finished with one ace each.
Getting the team back on tr.ICk does not require
any llllljor str.uegic changes, Schwcpker said.
"We need to get them healthy," Schwcpker
said, ''We've just had injury after injury. Three
starters are having bad knee problems. It's basically stuff that requires a lot of rest. We've given
them a lot of downtime this week, because if
everyone isn't healthy, we're nothing."
The Racers are in the mido;t of a 10-day gameless stretch that will end Tuesday when the Racers
host their home opener against defending OVC
champion Tennessee-Manin.

David Snow/Guest

{Above) Murray State freshman outside hitter Paige Sun goes for the kill.
(Right) Senior defensive specialist Traci Buck prepares to set for freshman outside hitter Paige Sun and freshman setter Nikki Wong during a recent game.

Women's golf places sixth at Highlander tourney
by Nick Batts
~taff WI iter

The Murray Slate University women's
golf team put up a solid showing this
week during the Lady Highlander Invitational in Pulaski , Va. The Racers placed
sixth out of 14 teams in the two-day tournament. which was hosted by Radford
University. MSU shot 305-306 Monday
ant.J Tuesday for a total of 611. Longwood University won the event wittt a

some very good competition this fall to have scored better, she said she was
prepare us for conference play."
happy with the team's performance.
The Racers were led by last year's
"We shot 305 on the first day. which
OYC Golfer of the Year, junior Cuyler was our best score so far tbis year." BedHedley, who finished tied for 12th. Hed- ley said . "We felt that we would be in
ley finished with a two-day total of 148 f contention, and we were after the tirst
(75-73).
day. We played well the second day. but
"I felt that l played really solid. but I everyone shot low."
couldn't get any putts to drop,'' Hedley
Senior Stephanie Baskey joined Hedsuid. " If I had, I could have shot a lot ley in the top 20 of the 73-golfer field.
lower."
Baskey shot 73-77-150 to finish tied for
While Hedley said she felt she could 16th. Senior Kelly Wren W.ll$ able lO

total of 586.
"'We played well," llead Coach Velvet
Milkman said. "We showed a great deal
of improvement over our last tournament."
Tht• Racers won the Ohio Valley Conference Championship last year, and
Milkman said the team has a good
chance or repeating this year.
"We have a lor of returners,'' Milkman
said. "We only lost two people from last
year's team. Plus. we've been playing

crack the top 30, shooting 78-75-153.
tying her for 26th
Sophomores Nikki Orazine and Santie
Koch rounded out the scoring for MSU
hy shooting 79-81-160 and 80-83-163 to
finish 50th and tied fur 55th respectively.
MSU's solid showing in the Highlander Invitational came on the heels of
its impressive performance Sept. 6-8 at
The PotentiaVBay Tree Classic in Myrtle
Beach, S.C. The Racers placed 18th in a
field of 35 at the evenl.
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Open
Mon. -Sat.

12th

Murray, KY

Main Street Music
210 Main Street
Downtown Murray, KY

753-1181

42071

llm&D
Authorized dealers of AIVCU'e%.
10am·5pm(M-F) Huss & Dalton, Lowden, Jfartin,
10am-4paa Sat. Parker, Rainsong, Yafri, & Morell

~
·

Please stop in. or visit us on the Web ,, mamstrcct~uitars..com
759-0420/nmstrtmsc 'carthlink.nct

Johnny lll. Williams H .D. Ophthalmologist
Egc::. Exams 8r Contact Lc::.nsc::.s
Trc::..stsnc::.nt for Eye. Strain-Re.late.d

--=•..•c:--=•

~

660 ' Horth 1Zth Strc::.e.t
Located across from Roy Stewart Stadium
(Behind Cra~er Barret)

'~Will
.

YOU HAVEN'T HAD ONE TIL YOU'VE
HAD ONE OF••••

--SPAGHETTI-with Meal Sauce or Marlnara Sauce
---$1.99---

s1.99

DINNER SALAD- $1.19 ,
SOFT DRINK - $0.79
Lunch & Dinner- 11 a.m.- 9 p.m.

753-8926

~

B~c::k.!

Wedne&day
·
Spaghetti !ipe£ial

970
.<;::;!Sl

By Appolntmant Only
Z70/ 7'")·6Z7Z or l-&00-Z7Z-9477

Breakfast Croissants!!

It's

Pagliaif Pizza

753·2978

TERRAPIN STATION

Mon-sat
10 am-6 pm

120 51111112111 St.
llel-llr CellerJ larnv

"GIFT & SCRAPBOOK PATCH"

NEW & USED COMPACT DISCS

COLLECTABLES ·nmLTED KEEPERS BAGS &PURSES
• BOYDS BEARS • CLAIRE BURKE FRAGRANCES
• PLUSH ANIMALS • PERSONALIZED STATIONARY
• SPORTS AND SORORITY ITEMS • CAMILLE BECKMAN
• LEANIN TREE GREETING CARDS • DECORATIVE FLAGS

BBSI SBIIt:IIIJR·liJWIBI Pllt:IS

aDd so IBIIdt llort.

I = = = = = Buy-Sell-Trade=====

GYPSY ROSE ClOTHING
T- SHIRTs

"Plus SaapbooklnQ Classes & Crops"

li~E S-rUFF

416 Malo Strut •75)-8859 • email: wlldraspilmurray-ky.net

HEMP JEWELRY

BA~. 8EAt>5~EPd>S
INCENSE PD.STERS
BLACKLIGI!IS

DOOR' BE.A.D.S

STICKERS

Bc=:>c:::>i<:..s.

~~~
BOOKS ART GALLERY

1311 Johnson Bh·cl • 76 7-0 760
• Express facial $15
• Eyebrow Arch $12
Mention This Ad For An Additional
10% Off Breakfast

Home of the Bottomless Coffee Cup
and our famous 1/3 Lb. BUrgers
Across from Wilson Hall on I 5th Street
Open Monday-Friday 7:30 am till 3:30 pm
Call-in Orders: 753-3406

...

r

,,

• Manicure
• Pedicure

$15
$25

----MASSAGES----Half-hour $30 - ·One Hour $50
•1 0% off MSU Students & Faculty
•Come in for a full list of services
• An AVEDA Concept Salon
www.theessentialdayspa.com
E-mail us: essentialspa@hotmail.com

LIV'£ BANDS
f#\....,..~~s 8trt M.US'c 51~ f.r 11 'lt~rs
1T•s vv0RyH THE TRip!
1 7th Annlver•ary !iale
l\lew Relea•e• f'or Tue•. !iept:. i!4
S14.BB Each
Beck • !it:eve Earle • Le• Claypool
India Arle • Uncle Kracker
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